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JUNIOR BUSINESS TRAINING AND THE COIIHUNITY
CHAPTER I
Introduction
This research project is concerned with a series of
funptional units in junior business training using the
community as a source of enrichment for teaching material.
Junior business training is referred to by various
names such as: general business, basic business, intro-
ductory business training. The community selected for this
particular case is a small town in Massachusetts mainly
residential. The available business papers and forms will
furnish first-hand information about the small businesses
of this community. It is hoped to broaden the students'
knowledge of business in their community by field trips
to the establishments and speakers from business. This
first-hand presentation helps to make the class much
more interesting and vital.
The objectives of this paper are:
1. To make a course in junior business
training a real life experience to
students so that they may become
better consumers,
2. To have materials available so that
students may have a real understanding,
which they may use as cons\imers now
or later, of business goods and
services.
3. To enable the student to decide whether
or not he wishes to enter the business
field.

There is mucli controversy relative to the interpretation
and meaning of terms in junior business training. In order
that there will be complete uniformity of understanding
throughout, the following terms are defined:
Junior business training is ;"^ a beginning subject in
the field of business, generally offered in the junior high
school; may be an exploratory subject intended to show
whether students have the interests and abilities that would
warrant their specializing in business work, or a foundation
course in preparation for the later study of more advanced
commercial subjects, especially bookkeeping; sometimes con-
sidered as a general information subject, which is required
of all high-school students, both commercial and non-
commercial."
It is with the third point—that of offering jiinior
business training for general information for all— that
this paper is mainly concerned. Consumer education will
be the first objective of this "general information for all."
The emphasis will be placed upon the particular contribu-
tions that the community offers in imparting business under-
standing. The experiences of ninth grade students will be
used as the starting point. The low ability student will
be given much consideration.
1. All definitions used here are from the Dictionary of
Education, McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. 1945, New York, New York.

Course ; "organized subject matter in which instruction
is offered within a given period of time, and for which credit
toward graduation or certification is usually given." As
applied to this problem, course describes the work of a class
which meets five times a week for a school year.
Consumer ; "the ultimate user of economic goods and
services; the ultimate user of any goods, services, products;
etc. frequently used in education in contradistinction to
producer." It is in the latter sense that the term consiamer
applies to this problem. The goods, services, and products
of the community will be stressed mainly, but all goods
services and products will be included to some extent.
Business ; "A commercial or industrial establishment
or enterprise." The establishments included will be those
of the community whose goods or services are available to
the consumer. All types of enterprises will be included to
some extent, although emphasis will be placed upon the local
ones, since some of the students may move from the commiinity
later.
Jiinior business training, although a comparatively new
course, has passed through three stages.
In the early 1920 's it was found that many people were
doing clerical jobs although they had received no specific
training for these jobs while in school. The majority of
them were young and had left school before completing the
four years of senior high school. Thus, the course of
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junior business training was introduced into the schools to
train these students for general clerical jobs*
This period was followed by the depression of the 1930 's
which saw a scarcity of jobs. Added to this scarcity was the
fact that the age level for leaving school was raised. If
students could not leave school to find work, the course in
junior business training in the ninth year must change to
provide for consumer education. The course then became a
general business science course. Material was borrowed from
the senior high school currlculim and brought down to the
level of junior high school students.
This stage was followed by an "introduction to business"
aim. This objective included imparting information necessary
to enter a general business field.
The question of the present in regard to junior business
training is whether or not it should be retained in the
curriculum. If so, what should the course contain? The
students complain that there is a duplication of material
from other courses. Teachers complain that they do not like
to teach the subject. Consequently, junior business training
has been dropped from many curricula. In other curricula
the course remains in disgrace.
To drop the junior business training course would be
to eliminate the one source of information about business
available to those students who will leave school at the end
of the ninth year or as soon as they reach the required age.

This dropping out may be due to financial problems at home
or to the low ability of the individual student. In either
case, these drop-outs must live and have contacts with the
business world. They are entitled to some preparation for
it. Education is for all . To help these students make
the best possible adjustment and as easy transfer as possible
from school to work, the widest possible range of business
understanding to fit the needs of tiiese students should be
covered in school. Junior business training affords a
splendid opportunity to meet this objective.
The course in junior business training is not offered
alone to students who will drop out of school at the earliest
possible age or to low ability students. It is open to all
and in time will probably be required of ail students. The
understanding to be gained from this course is of value to
ail students as potential consumers of business goods and
services. Since one of the aims of education is to prepare
students for life, junior business training should be main-
tained to insure this purpose as well as many others*
The majority of students either remain in the community
in which they go to high school or move to a similar community
Therefore, a thorough knowledge of the business establish-
ments in their own community will furnish a wealth of material
to junior business training class and will provide the
students with first-hand knowledge of business. Thus, a
knowledge of business in their own community will provide

a real life experience for students and will make the junior
business training class alive and interesting.
To eliminate the course from the curriculum is not the
solution to the problem of what to do with junior business
training. To make it more vital, up-to-date, and true to
the life experiences of the students is the solution.
Dame^ of Temple University says:
iSurely junior business training has
a place in the school life of the
pupil today. Hov/ever, that place
is more than ever one of providing
its contribution to the general
education of youth, than it is that
of providing special business train-
ing. It is one of those things in
our curriculum that should be justi-
fied on the basis of the contribution
which it can make to the education
of all junior high school youth.
Too many graduation speakers tell the graduates that
now they are "ready to go out into life." The name com-
mencement itself promotes the idea. The graduate is now
eighteen. Has he no taste of life thus far? He has been
living in this world, using its goods and services. Then
let us start now— during the school years— to use them
wisely and well. To wait for commencement day to learn to
live or to make one's way in life is a misconception of
our students' experiences.
2. Dame, J, Prank "Junior Business Training at the Cross.
roads" , Journal of Business Education , March
1946, p. 8.

Most ninth grade students have had experiences purchasing
goods either for themselves or for their parents. These
purchases may consist of food or clothing. These purchases
may have involved sales slips or not. Purchasing does
involve paying cash and receiving change. In the junior
business training course, using the businesses of the com-
munity as a background, sales slips will be made out. A
comparison will be made between stores using sales slips and
those using merely a cash register. When comparing these
stores, the difference in commodities will also be studied.
This study will deal mainly with grocery stores because
most commxmity business establishments are of that type.
This course will provide a knowledge of selling as well as
purchasing.
Field trips to the stores of the community will be
made when possible. If the entire group cannot make the
tour, a few can visit the stores after school and report
back to the group as a whole.
Field trips and group reports will benefit all the
students. The highly Intelligent should obtain more informa-
tion that the lower ability students. The lower ability
student will profit a great deal by doing what his experiences
best enable him to contribute.
c
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—but learning is intense on the
direct level for all children
—
even the below- average , the handi-
capped, the slow-learning children
learn when the experience is
directl^
Coming in contact with the buying and selling of goods
constitutes one phase of the life of a consumer. Trans-
portation, communication, saving, investing, are also impor-
tant. By visiting the business establishments located in
the commxmity, and by having people from these establishments
address the group, the teacher may make the junior business
training course a vital, living thing to the students.
The units will begin v/ith the experiences of the studenti
and build from that point. In this way they may become
better consumers of goods and services which are available
to them in the community.
From the local establishments, we may secure business
forms that are actually used by these companies. Some of
the forms are shown in connection with the units in Chapter
IV. By filling in these forms or ones duplicated for use
in class, the students will come to understand what they
contain. A student may think he knows how to fill out a
check but the actual doing of it will fix the skill in his
mind.
5. Lloyd, Alan C. "The Q-SAGO Pattern for Teaching Ele-
mentary Business Training," Business Education
World, Oct. 1947, p. 97

If local business establishments cannot furnish enough
forms for class, a sample one will give the class the
authenticity that makes the difference between another
"textbook" problem and a "real life" problem^
At the end of each unit a list of supplementary material
is given. Through the use of moving pictures, magazines, and
newspapers, especially ones available to this community, we
may make better consumers and give real life experiences
to the junior business training class.
After completing the study of business establishments
' located in the community, the students will learn of the
opportunities which are available for employment.
; If the study of the business field indicates to the
' student that he does not wish to enter business, the time
has been well spent. The knowledge will be useful to him
as a consumer. One of the seven cardinal principles of
education as published by the National Policies Commission
is to make better consximers. The course in junior business
I
training has a wealth of information to contribute to this
[ point. We must aim to produce better consumers of all
' students, both intelligent and othervirise. The lower ability
students should not be overlooked.
When he visits business establishments, the student
will become acquainted with the different types of work
j
done, such as: filing, correspondence, typing. This
r
acquaintanceship will help him decide whether or not to
pursue the general clerical, stenographic, or bookkeeping
curriculiam. Junior business training here acts as a
guidance or orientation into business study.

CHAPTER II
Previous Research in the Field
Business educators have been busy in the last few
years discussing what is happening to junior business train-
ing. Tonne offers these three suggestions for a solution
to the problem of this course:
1. Junk junior business training.
2. Eliminate superficial matter
and give course real subject
matter organized from known
to unknown.
3. bhift course upward to tenth
and eleventh year.^
In answer to this, Graham says:
The whole matter needs study along
the lines suggested by Dr. Tonne in
his third proposal. In my opinion,
we should "junk" his first suggestion
that we junk junior business training
and think along the lines of the
second and third suggestions.^
Dame says
:
The first of Tonne's possible
solutions would be unwise, for we
have too much to contribute through
this type of subject matter to the
education of youth, to handle the
1. Tonne, Herbert A. "What Is Happening to Junior Business
Training" Journal of Business Education
, Nov.
1945, p. 19,20
2. Graham, Jessie, "Junior Business Training at the Cross-
roads" Journal of Business Education , March
1946, p. 7
-11-
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matter in this drastic way. The
second is very realistic but let
us always remember that some of
the most useful learning derived
from such courses while appearing
superfj-cial really has dynamic
value •'^
Miss Dorothy L. Travis, another nationally known busi-
ness educator, comments as follows upon the status of junior
business training.
In this post war period of recon-
version, the subject generally
known as junior business training
must prove its worth or be dropped
from our school programs,^
Summing up the response to his three suggestions. Tonne
states
:
In spite of differences of emphasis,
everyone seems to agree that junior
business training is urgently in
need of rehabilitation.^
Junior business training has come to the crossroads
because of poor administration, poor teaching, a repetition
of material of other courses, and poor objectives.
5. Dame, J. Prank, "Junior Business Training at the Cross-
roads"
, Journal of Business Education , March 1946
p. 8.
4. Travis, Dorothy L. , "Junior Business Training at the
Crossroads", Journal of Business Education,
March 1946, p. 7.
5. Tonne, Herbert A., "Junior Business Training at the
Crossroads", Journal of Business Education ^
March 1946, p. 8.
f
On administration, Travis states:
Administrators tend to question its
value since the topics covered in the
usual textbooks are those "everybody
knows anyway" Too often the
class in junior business training is
given to any teacher who has a free
period at that hour or an unfilled
schedule. It may be a teacher whose
preference is one of the skilled
subjects which are so definite and
which too often are taught without
change from year to year; or, it may
be a teacher whose regular field is
other than business education and who
has little sjrmpathy or interest in
the course. In either case the daily
assignments are likely to be limited
to so many pages from the textbook to
be memorized and recited back in
parrot-like fashion on the following
day.S
On the question of repetition of material, Graham
Pupils complained that they had lessons
on travel, communication, budgeting,
and similar topics in three classes
during the same school day— social
studies, general mathematics and
junior business training."^
As to the teaching of junior business training,
Liptak states:
I doubt that there is any subject
in the high school curriculum as
extensive, as broad, as full of
6. Travis, Dorothy L. ibid, p. 8
?• Graham, Jessie, ibid, p. 7

possibilities, as is junior business
tralning--to a teacher Interested in
it.
I doubt equally that there is any
subject that entails such drudgery,
such hardship, such pains, such
despair, as does junior business
trainlng--to a teacher who lacks
the foundation or interest, or to
a teacher who cannot view the course
beyond the covers of the textbook.
^
We need a clarification of objectives in junior business
training. It is interesting to note that business educators
I
have little uniformity in defined objectives for junior
business training. On the subject of poor objectives,
II
Lloyd states:
The one subject in business education
that can contribute most to the general
objectives of secondary education is
elementary (or "junior" or "basic" or
"introductory" or "general") business
training. Yet this same fruitful
course is the one most neglected today:
distorted, stolen, misunderstood, con-
densed, devaluated, and dropped.
Why? Because the objectives of the
course are so debated that few admin-
istrators know what the course is good
for; and because specialists in teach-
ing shorthand, typing, and bookkeeping
rarely know how to teach such a "recita-
tion" subject as elementary business
training.^
8. Liptak, Stephen D., "Significant Statements About Basic
Business Subjects", JJBblA PORUI/i, Vol. II, No. 3
Dec. 1947, page 12
9. Lloyd, Allan A. "The Q-SAGO Pattern for Teaching Elemen-
tary Business Training," Business Education
World, Oct. 1947, p. 97
f
Objectives of a course in junior business training
as given by Fancher are:
1. to provide personal-use-value
information about business and
economic structure.
2. to provide thrifty living in its
several aspects.
3. to offer opportunities and some
training in the business procedures
and practices of daily living
4. to serve the functions of explora-
tion and orientation of the early
years of the secondary school
5. to develop a vocabulary of business
terms^^
Dodd lists these objectives thus:
1. to promote efficient behavior
in the use of everyday business
services
2. to promote general tinderstanding
of the world in which the indi-
vidual lives
3. to develop the qualities of good
citizenship
4. to contribute to vocational
guidance
5. to serve as a special preparation
for the study of technical busine.ss
subjects
10. Fancher, Charles, "Objectives for Junior Business
Training, Business Education for Tomorrow,
Eastern Commercial Teachers Yearbook, 1941,
p. 164

6. to develop those attitudes and
appreciations that are conducive
to success in business and orderly
living -^^
Gibson after a study of objectives of junior business
training condensed them to four.
1. vocational
2. personal and consumer use
3. exploratjgy
4. guidance
The subject matter content of junior business training
has long been a subject of controversy among business
educators. Musgrave found upon an examination of fifteen
textbooks that the following topics were included;
travel finding employment
banking orders and purchases
filing selling
insurance business letters
shipping personal business
telegraphic service activities
telephone service thrift
mail service budgets
introduction to business kinds of businesses
money business law
business organization
and banking"^
11. Dodd, James H., "Everyday Business," Journal of Business
Education , Vol. XX, January 1945, p. 17-18
12. Ciibson, Dana, Business Education World, October 1947,
footnote p. 100
13. Musgrave, Alvin W. , "Junior Business Training Materials"
Journal of Business Education , June 1945, p. 23
tf
Altieri includes the following broad classification
of topics:
1. business and society
2. business organization
3. marketing and advertising
4. business affairs and the law
5. financial activities and back-
ground of business
6. records used in business
7. personal relations
8. bookkeeping and accountsl4
Jiducators have agreed that there is a place in the
curriculum for junior business training as summed up by
Tonne in a previous quotation. V^hat should be included
in this course is more or less agreed upon. More and more
educators are reaching the conclusion that education of
this type is for all.
On education. Glass says:
Each early adolescent pupil of the
junior high school has an inherited
right to be informed upon the com-
mon practices of the business world.
Any plan of education which omits
these actual living needs fails to
discharge a long-standing debt to
modern life and is to this extent
incomplete .-^^
14. Altieri, V. T. A., "Business Education in Junior High
School," Journal of Business Education
,
February
1945, Vol. 2U, p. 20
15. Glass, James M. "Commercial Education in the Junior
High School," National Association , Vol. 64,
1926, p. 383
1
Gemmel states:
Vi/liile specialized business training is
intended only for those who enter busi-
ness, basic business education has a
much wider application. Certain aspects
of basic business education are essen-
tial to the general education of ail
pupils. General education cannot
possibly be complete without these
aspects. For example, we all handle
money, use business services, express
ourselves on economic matters at the
polls, and have frequent dealings with
such institutions as prices, wages,
and competition. We are all frequent
visitors to the markets of business.
Each of us has a stake in wise con-
sumption, 'fie want to get the most
for our money. It is imperative,
therefore, that certain aspects of
basic business education be provided
at the secondary school level for all
pupils.-'-^
Andruss quotes Commissioner Butterfield of Connecticut
thus
:
and set up a specific social-
economic curriculum to educate the
new 50% for living since they would
learn to make a living at jobs and
duties of which they would learn
after obtaining the jobs.^'^
As has been pointed out, one of the reasons for junior
business training being in this condition is the lack of
16. Gemmel, James, "Wewer Concepts in Basic Business
Jiducation," Journal of Business i^ducation
,
February 1947, p. 11
17. Anaruss, Harvey A., "Where Do We Go From Here,"
Balance Sheet
,
Jajiuary 1945, p. 206
€
properly prepared teachers. Kane suggests the following
methods might be used effectively in teaching junior
business training.
1. Group work with the use of
supplementary readers and
materials.
2. Use of study guides, printed
forms containing blanks which
are to be filled in from text-
book material.
3. Directed experiences.
4. Combination of students' own
experiences, visits to commer-
cial institutions, and "live"
material from business sources.
On this point. Moran states:
Boys and girls learn most effectively by
doing. By this method the learning pro-
cess is shortened and the learning is
strengthened The teaching of
General Business or Junior Business
Training presents many opportunities
for boys and girls to learn by doing.
Along with methods of teaching junior business train-
ing, there are many techniques given for carrying out these
18. Kane, Frederick, "Methods of Teaching Junior Business
Training," American Business Education Outlook
,
Vol. II, No. 2, p. lu
19. Moran, Helen Keller, "Learning by Doing in General
Business," American Business Jiducation Outlook,
No. 2, Vol. II, p. 6
r
different methods of teaching the subject. Blackler gives
this list:
1. audio-visual
2. classroom laboratory
3. coordinated work experiences
4. demonstrations
5. dramatizations
6. group discussion
7. projects
8. publications
9. references
10. tests
11. notebooks
12. workbooks
13. clubs
14. awards 2^
Zelliot states on this point:
Varied character of units makes possible
a wide variety of classroom practices
and procedures:
1. class discussion
2. oral reports
3. workbook assignments
4. written exercises
5. display arrangements
6. graphic illustrations
7. dramatized presentations
8. visiting speakers
y. individual studies
lU. practice drill work^-*-
With these methods and techniques of teaching junior
business training available to them, the next step is up
20. Blackler, William H., "Attaining Objectives Through
Effective Use of Teaching Devices," Appraising^
Business Education
, ijastern Commercial Teachers
Association and i^ational Business Teachers
Association Yearbook, 1946, Vol. Ill, p. 186
21. Zelliot, Ernest, "Practices in Junior Business Training"
Journal of Business i^ducation , Dec. 1945, p. 11 .
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to the teachers. With the heavy schedule many teachers
have to carry. It is practically impossible for them to look
up much supplementary materials. Given under esch of her
imits gives different projects which may be carried out in
the field of junior business. At the end of each study
guide is a bibliography as well as appropriate films,
pamphlets, and magazine articles available. Turner states
what each unit includes with appropriate supplementary
materials listed for each»
These statements of research will prove very valuable
to a teacher of junior business training. It should be
remembered though that materials alone will not do the
teaching.
Materials must not be depended
upon to do the teaching. A
capable teacher may easily do
a better job of teaching with-
out any materials at all than an
inefficient teacher may do with
a wealth of excellent material
he does not know how to use.^^
In using all these materials that are available to the
teacher, it must be remembered that each situation will be
different in some respects. Therefore, the teacher must
take what applies to the particular situation at the parti-
cular time. The ability of the students, the teacher
22. Deal, Don, "Criteria to be used in the Selection of
Teaching Materials," Balance Sheet , Vol. XXII,
January 1941, p. 204
r
herself, and the community will all influence the teaching
of this subject.
Each teacher should know her students, their ability
and their experiences.
a junior business training
course will be greatly enriched by
drawing upon pupil experiences and
upon the resources available in the
community. 2^
Following this step, the community resources should be
known and utilized. One purpose of education is to make
better citizens. The community, where the students already
are taking part in business transactions, is the logical
place to begin instruction of this type.
At every possible point, study
units should be related to busi-
ness activities in the community
and area.
General iJiducation in the second-
ary school should be based on
fundamental needs, interests, and
crucial problems. It should also
promote, enrich, and re-interpret
the democratic way of life.^
In the classroom itself it must be remembered that the
student, even the low ability one, learns by doing, as has
23. Zelliot, Ernest A., op. cit. p. 11
24. ibid. p. 12
25. Turner, Thelma, bome Resource Material for General
Business Training , Thesis M. A., Ohio State
University, 1945

been previously quoted, it is also a known fact that we
learn through the senses, through the sense of sight es-
pecially.
Lay-conducted experiments have
tended to prove that 83% of our
learning reaches us through the
eye and only VI % through other
senses. 2^
Therefore, if the above data is true, the available
audio-visual aids should not be overlooked.
The reason for using materials is
not to reduce the pupils' work, nor
to make it easier for them, but it
is to help them to learn more as a
result of their effort. ^'^
In selecting these audio-visual aids, Briggs gives us
two criteria for judging them.
1. Contribution to the educational
program— to be usable in the
classroom, commercial supple-
mentary teaching materials must
contribute positively and effec-
tively to promoting without dis-
tortion the education program
approved by the responsible ed-
ucational authority of the school.
26. iittinger, Clifford, "The Selection of Visual Aids in
Business Education," Business J:*ducation for
Tomorrow, Jiastern Commercial Teachers Yearbook,
1941, p. 323
27. Deal, Don T., op. cit. p. 202

2. Absence of iiales l^romotion
—
coimaercial supplementary teaching
materials must not contain direct
promotion of sales. The name of
the donating firm should appear
but not with such emphasis or
repetition as to subordinate the
educational content.
If the junior business training teacher uses the in-
formation available to her wisely and well, the class will
be alive and interesting* The students will also accumulate
a wealth of valuable information.
There are ways of measuring this information other
than the written test.
Evidence of growth may be provided
for in many day-to-day contacts.
Such things as their manner of
dealing with other people, the
responsibility they assume in
group work and projects, state-
ments they make, questions they
ask, the books, magazines or
articles they read.^^
Formal procedures for testing the
outcomes of the unit may be arrived
at through the use of:
1. objective type tests (true-
false, multiple choice, com-
pletion)
2, essays, speeches, discussions'"
28. Briggs, Thomas H., "Commercial Supplementary Teaching
Materials," School and Society
, p. 403
29. Turner, Thelma, op. cit. p. 75
30. ibid p. 78
r
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These methods may be used with each unit, A teacher
desiring an examination at the end of the course, may use
31Richardson's, This is a comprehensive test to measure
information and attainment by students at the end of a
course in junior business training.
¥/ith the wealth of material available for the course
in junior business training, its wise use by educators, and
what it can contribute to the objectives of general edu-
cation and to better citizens and a better worla, the place
of junior business training in the high school curriculum
should be assured.
One should keep in mind that
:
Democracy is the hope of the world.
Youth is the hope of democracy.
Education is the hope of Youth.
51. Richardson, Dorothy A., The Construction and Evaluation
of a Test in Junior Business Training, Thesis
Master of niducation, Boston University, 1946
32. Turille, S. J., "increasing the Teacher's Jiffective-
ness in Basic Business Course," Balance bheet.
Vol. XXIX, Wo. 4, December 1947, p. 151

CHAPTER III
Method of Procedure
One of the most powerful and vital influences for
enlivening the junior business training class is the use of
cocmiunity business services. 'Whenever the occasion arose
to discuss the importance of the community's contribution
to business training in school, several business people
volunteered to impart their information to the classes.
Their enthusiasm was unabounded, and the spirit with which
they accepted the project was encouraging. Often a business
speaker would prefer to lecture far in advance of the sched-
uled date, vi/e received contributions of this kind often
a whole year before we had hoped to offer them to the
students. The speakers were not asked to participate. The
entire program was a voluntary service offered by the com-
munity' s businessmen.
Next a list of the local business establishments was
made. Using the vmits listed by Given-^ and shown on Chart
I, we grouped the local establishments in this classification.
Given, iildith B., Study Guides for General Business Course
wi th naaphasis " Upon Supplementary Materials
,
Thesis, iVi. A., Ohio iJtate University, 1945
f
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CHART I
UNITS BY GIVEN V/ITH LOCAL ESTABLISHLffiNTS GROUPED ACCORDINGLY
I
II
III
IV
VI
VII
VIII
IX
Getting Along with Jc'eople
Business world in which 1 Live
Card Shop
Tap & Die Works
Dairy Company
Fuel Oil Company
Frozen Foods
Diners
Money and Banking
Thrift and Budgets
A & Store
IGA Grocery
Market
Drug Stores
Economic Risks
Automobile Sales Company
Beauty i^arlors
Ice Company
Tailor Shop
Cleaning Establishments
National Bank
Electrical Supply Store
Women's Clothing Store
Hardware Store
Insurance — Metropolitan Life Insurance
Automobile Insurance Agency
Communication
Post Office
Transportation
Telephone Exchange
Express — Railway and Trucking
Parcel Post
Personal Services — Guidance
Lawyer Doctor
Travel
New England Transportation Company
Johnson Bus Company
Deerfleet Bus L^nes
Safety
Police
rf
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As the project developed, the business people were con-
tacted again to ascertain whether or not their policies and
outlook were modified. The contacts were made very informally
and on a friendly basis. Chance meetings v/ere sought and
used in lieu of formal appointments to discuss the matter.
No mention was made at this time that the work was part of
the requirement for a Master of Education Degree.
If the businessmen were still willing to undertake the
project, a letter was sent. This letter contained the time,
date, and place of meeting, the objectives of the unit, some
suggestions on what might prove interesting to the students,
and questions that might be ansv/ered in the course of the
discussion, A copy of this letter, objectives, questions,
and suggestions follov/s.
I
So far as possible, some points actually were omitted
in order that the business person might bring them out.
I
Other points would not be discussed fully but covered gen-
erally. In this v/ay, the understanding v/ould be over- all,
and the students could follov/ the lecture more easily with
a general picture of the whole.
I
This method was followed in connection with the unit
on insurance. The agent from the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company was very cooperative.
I
I
The imit was undertaken in the fall of the year, which
proved to be an unfavorable time. Due to unforeseen circum-

Mr.
,
Agent
Metropolitan L^fe Insurance Company
I
Massachusetts
I!
Dear Mr. :
The class in jimior business training which we dis-
cussed a short time ago is nov/ studying the unit on insurance*
The class meets from 1:40 to 2:2u in the typing room of the
I
high school building. Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday of
next week will be satisfactory for us if convenient for you.
' Please let me know when you can come and our work will be
!i planned accordingly.
I am enclosing my objectives for the unit and some
questions which might be helpful to you. The class is rather
small and a large percentage of them are of lov; ability.
I appreciate your giving your time and energies. I
know the class will enjoy and benefit greatly by your visit.
Sincerely yours.
mlw
enc.
Mildred L. Waugh

OBJECTIVES FOR THE UiaT ON INSURANCE
1. Knowledge of terms
insurance premiums
policy dividends
underwriter options
face value stock
insurer mutual
beneficiary the insured
cash surrender value depreciation
inventory
2. Knowledge of different types of insurance
life—ordinary, endowment, limited payment
automobile
health
group
fire
theft
annuity
industrial— social security, workmen's compensatiori
3. Knowledge of insurance services in community
Metropolitan Insurance Company
Automobile Insurance Agency
4. Knowledge of benefits of insurance
a. saving
b. protection of family
c. protection of property
d. provide for burial
e. retirement
5. Ability to determine type of insurance best suited to
individual needs
6. Knowledge of background of insurance
a. origin
b. laws governing insurance
Il^IDIRECT LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. The necessity for planning insurance program
2. The ability to investigate and consider all insurance
programs
I
QUESTIONS WHICH MAY BE ANSWERED DURING THE LECTURE
1. Vihat is Insurance?
2. Vi/ho may insure?
jj
3, \^ha.t may be insured?
[i
4, What is the difference among insurance companies?
|j
5. How is the rate of premiums determined?
j
6. What is meant by life expectancy?
I
7. What factors determine the type of policy an individual
I'
should take?
i|
i 8. Do you have forms of insurance other than life?
jl 9. How are insurance premium payments made?
;
lu. Are you able to get your money out of the insurance
,1
company?
ll
ii SUGGESTIONS WHICH MIGHT FROVE HELi-PUL TO HOLD INTEREST OF
' STUDENTS DURING LECTURE
1. An application blank for students to see and/or fill out.
2. Policies to shov/ and discuss with them.
'6» Odd facts about insurance.
4. Interesting cases which can be discussed with students
without violating confidences and which parallel their
circumstances and experiences.
If
I
stances, the agent could not speak to the students until
the imit had been practically completed. We left facts
for the agent to bring out and in this manner the interest
of the students was still held. They profited from the
lecture and discussion. It did not prove anticlimatic»
During the lecture, the agent paused from time to
time to ask if there were any questions. He would some-
times interrupt the lecture if the student raised his hand
to ask a question. The rapport between lecturer and class
was excellent—due partly to the agent's natural speaking
ability and partly to the fact that the agent was well-
known to the class.
The agent took the questions accompanying the letter
sent to him and discussed them fully. Points not included
in the questions were brought out as the lecture developed.
At the close of lecture, pencils were given to the students.
These pencils did have advertising upon them, but no
specific advertising as such as promoted. The advertising
consisted mainly of the visiting agent's name and was
received more as a souvenir than as an advertisement.
It was gratifying to note that the lecture ended only
because class time had rim out. The students could not
believe that the bell had rung. Some stayed to ask further
questions.
r
Before his visit, the class had prepared questions
they wished answered by the agent. As the points in ques-
tion were brought out, notes were taken, it v/as interesting
to note that only one question was asked by a student v;hen
the information had already been given. Prom these questions
the students went on further to bring out other points of
their own which were very worth while*
It was well that the lecture came near the end of the
unit on insurance since the vocabulary of the agent was
somewhat beyond these ninth grade students. The fact that
the major part of the class is of low ability made the
vocabulary problem more ac wte. In one instance the writer
asked permission to interrupt the lecture because the students
did not understand the term mortality.
At the close of the lecture the students were asked to
write an essay summarizing points of insurance brought out
by the agent. The following day the lecture was discussed
by the group. It proved interesting to learn how many new
facts were obtained by the class as a whole, even by the
low ability students.
On the written lesson this unit many students obtained
a mark below 7U, which is the school's passing grade.
Another day was given to stressing important points there-
fore. A discussion of the agent's talk and other points
the students wish discussed ensued. Another short written
r11
It
lesson was then given. The latter lesson was not a com-
prehensive test but aesigned so that these low ability people
would be able to obtain the passing grade. Iviost of the
students obtained the passing grade. Although the test was
comparatively easy, no one obtained lUU per cent.
It was found from the lecture that the last question
on the list given to the agent—Are you able to get your
money out of the insurance company?—was not clear to him.
It should have been worded: Are you able to obtain your
money at any time before your policy is paid up? it was
desired to have him bring out the point of cash surrender
value without directly asking him to do so.
The fall of the year is a very busy season for the
local automobile insurance agency. They are involved in
obtaining registrations for car owners. Therefore, the
field trip to this office could not be undertaken.
This sample unit was carried out in the high school
in which the writer is now teaching. The class in junior
business training was very cooperative. They did not know
that while they were studying insurance, the information
gathered by the new technique would be used for a Master
paper by this writer. The principal of the school was
willing to see the plan carried out.

In writing these units in Chapter IV, the unit method
as presented by Dr. Roy 0. Biliett of Boston University was
used as the basis. These units contain:
1. A general statement of the unit
2. A delimitation of the unit
3« Indirect learning outcomes
4. The unit assignment
5. Core activities
6. Optional activities
7. A written lesson
8. The students' bibliography
The general statement gives the purpose of the unit
and why it is taught, it may be considered the teacher's
objective in teaching the unit.
The delimitation of the unit sets up the outline of
the unit. Within these limits, the teacher tries to bring
about changes in the students— in ideals, attitudes, or
growth of knowledge.
The indirect learning outcomes are the by-products of
the unit. While these outcomes are not aimed for specifically
they may result as the unit progresses and the students grow
in knowledge.
The unit assignment contains questions by the teacher
with the expected answers from the students. These questions
(I
f
and answers cover the topics in the unit as set by the
delimitation whereby the teacher expects to bring out the
important facts of the unit. All these questions would
not be used for all classes but must be adapted by the
teacher for the class, the community, and available materials.
The core activities are those which all members of the
class must do. Here the students show whether or not they I
can put their newly acquired knowledge to use. They also ,
demonstrate their growth in knowledge, attitudes and ideals.
The optional activities are those which students may
do if they wish to demonstrate their ability in using their
newly acquired knowledge further. Through the optional
activities the provision is made for the individual dif-
ferences of each student. The brighter students will do
these optional activities for extra credit.
The students' bibliography consists of the textbook and
the reference books that are available to the students in
the classroom. There is very little material of this sort
in the school library.
The written lesson consists of several different tests:
true-false, completion, matching, problems, and spelling.
Every written lesson includes some problems and some spell-
ing; true-false, completion, or matching may be included.
/II
4
[
I
i
On the other hand, merely one type may be included in the
written lesson. This written lesson should cover the out-
line set in the delimitation of the unit. The term written
lesson is used rather than the term test as test would
frighten them unduly.
(
CHAPTiiR IV
^Several Pimctional Units in Junior Business Training
As these units appear here, it would seem to be the
old question and answer period. This is not what is intended.ij
The questions and expected answers given on every phase
;
of the imit are to be used to brin^^ out a desired point or
points. In some high ability classes very little of this
dialogue would be used while with a low ability class, this
method would have to be used to a greater extent. These
questions may not be used at all until students raise the
issues on particular phases of the unit being studied.
The class procedure with these units is as follows:
1. students may choose the \m±t they wish to discuss.
2« The introduction as given in the unit assignment
is made.
3. The assignments for the unit are then given.
4* The next few days are used by students for research
work in preparing assignments. This may be done
individually or in small groups. During this time,
|
the students investigate the supplementary text-
|
books to gather additional information on the
|
topic under consideration. These days are also
|j
used to study the terms and their meanings in con- i
nection with the unit. The related arithmetic
problems are begun and help given where needed.
This period provides for individual attention.
The class will be called together at any time a
student or students have a question to be answered
which will be helpful to the class as e whole.
i;
The teacher will call the class together to bring !
out the difficult points of the unit. It is while '
the class meets as a whole that the questions and
answers as given under the unit assignment are
used.
ill
5. Toward the end of the unit the reports are brought
to the class as a whole, and the other assignments
are checked upon.
6, As the unit progresses, the field trips, the
speakers from business houses, and appropriate
movies are used,
?• Before the written lesson is scheduled, a day or
two (as the case may need) is given to questions
by the students. These questions may be in review
or on some related material that the student has
foimd. At this time the teacher should raise
questions on points to be cleared up or stressed
in preparation for the written lesson,
8. The written lesson is given.
9, The following day is given to a discussion of
the written lesson,
10, If a large percentage of the class fails, another
day is given to discussion of important points.
This period is followed by another check-up, which
may be written or oral.
Supplementary material, in the form of business papers
and pamphlets as shown in the appendix, is available diiring
the unit discussion. This material is not given to the
students at the outset of the unit because it is desired to
have the students obtain as much of this material for
themselves as possible. The material is sometimes used in
the introduction. Later it may appear as bulletin board
displays at the appropriate time in each unit.
i
THE BUSINESS WORLD IN WHICH I LIVE
General Statement
To be a good citizen and carry his share of community
responsibility one must know his community. Knowledge of
the community should include its business establishments,
their purposes, and services they offer. It is not suf-
ficient merely to know the names of such establishments; a
real understanding of them is necessary. Knowledge of this
type will also help one to find his place in the business
world.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Ilnowledge of terms:
articles of copartnership management
capital partnership
certificate of incorporation producer
charter profit
consumer proprietorship
corporation raw materials
goodwill stock
industry preferred
labor common
surplus
2. Knowledge of different forms of business:
corporation
partnership
single proprietorship
3. Knowledge of business establishments in community:
Single Proprietorship
beauty parlors frozen food store
card shop ice company
cleaning establishments
I-
I
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Partnership
Corner bhop (Variety btore)
Fuel Oil Company
Real Estate Pii*m
Corporation
Tap & Die Works
4. Knowledge of business history:
5. Knowledge of business services:
a. provides work
b, satisfies wants
6. iiiffect of business upon individuals:
Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. Knowledge of business Influence upon one's self.
2. Ability to determine factors which influence one's
place in business.
3. Knowledge of the factors or problems involved in
starting a business.
4. Knowledge of the opportunities for work available
in these business establishments.
The Unit Assignment Tentative time allotment--3 weeks
A» Introduction
T:-"- Vtoat is business?
S:'^:- Business is the producing of goods, the buying and
selling of goods, or the transporting of goods.
Tt Would you consider the telephone exchange a business?
S: Yes.
^ Throughout these units, T stands for teacher and S stands
for student.

T: V^liy is it a business?
S: The telephone exchange helps us get in touch with our
friends quickly.
T: Is the bank a business?
S: Yes.
T: V/hy is the bank a business?
S: The bank helps us to save our money.
T: How would you define business, if business Includes all
these different types of work?
S: Business provides work for people and helps to satisfy
people's wants.
T: What term applies to the farmer who is raising food
to be sold?
S; The farmer is the producer.
T: What term applies to the people who buy the food from
the farmer?
S: The people who buy the food are the consumers.
T: \(«hy should you study about business while you are in
school?
S: We shoxild study about business while we are in school
in order to be prepared to take part in the business
world after we finish school.
T; Does business affect you at ail now—today?
S: Yi/e can work after school today.
cc
T: Would you say that business was good today?
b: Yes.
T; \Vhat effect does good business have upon you ss a
student?
£>: Because business is good, we students stay in school
longer. We have more clothes and spending money. Con-
sequently, we have many more pleasures and enjoyments.
T: Vvhat effect do you think poor business would have
upon you as a student?
S: If we were living in a period of poor business, we
would have less money to spend; we would have fev/er
clothes; we would not be able to go to the movies;
and we would have to leave school to go to work as
soon as possible*
T: What are the indications of a period of prosperity?
S: We have times of prosperity if people have enough
money not only for the necessities of life but also
for a few luxuries.
T: How do we obtain money?
S: Vv'e obtain money by working for it.
T: Wliy can business pay workers?
Hi Business can pay its workers because people buy its
goods.
T: Does business make money?
S: Yes.
c
T: How does business make money?
S: A business makes money by selling its products for
more than it costs to make the products.
T: What makes up the cost of the product?
S: The materials that are used in making the product is
one part of the cost of the product.
T: Do you know what these materials are called?
S: These materials are called raw materials,
T: V^hat are some examples of raw materials?
5: Coal, iron, rubber, food, steel, are some examples of
raw materials*
T: Isn't steel a finished article?
S: Yes.
T: How can it be a raw material then?
S: Steel is used in the manufacture of automobiles.
T: Then we would sum this up by saying that what is raw
material for one business may be a finished product
for another?
S: Yes.
T: v\ihat other factors influence the cost of manufacturing
an article?
S: The salaries of the workers also is part of the cost.
T: How does business refer to these workers?
S: Business refers to workers as labor.
T: Does a business run itself?
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S: JMO.
T: How are its activities directed?
S: Some person directs the business.
T: What term could we use for directing a business? i
£> • Directing business could also be called operating it.
T: Does the owner always run the business himself?
S: I^o. Some one does it for him.
T: What would this person be called?
S: The term manager refers to the person who runs the busi-
ness.
f T: Can anyone run a business?
S: Yes.
T: What must a person have before he can begin a business?
S: A person must have money in order to begin a business.
T: Do you knov/ what business would call this money?
S: Business would call this money capital*
T: kVhat are the factors involved in business then?
S: The factors involved are: raw materials, capital.
labor, and management.
T: Would these apply to any business? Can you think of
any business in which they wouldn't apply? Let us
take an example from this community and see if they
1
apply.
The Card Shop (A shop where greeting cards are
assembled.
)
T: What is the raw material in this business?
r
S: The raw material is the parts of the cards that must
be put together.
T: What is the labor?
S: The women that assemble the cards are the labor»
T: What is the management?
S: The owner of the shop is also the manager.
Ti Do you suppose there is any capital involved?
b: Yes.
T: yvhy must capital be involved?
S: There must be capital to buy the parts of the cards
and to get the building.
The Corner Shop (A shop where sundaes, ice cream,
candy, newspapers, magazines, etc.
are sold. )
T: V/hat are the raw materials?
S: The ingredients that make the sundaes and the lunches
are one of the raw materials.
T: Could these be finished products for other concerns?
S: Yes.
T: Why are they raw materials here?
S: They are raw materials here because they make up the
items sold to people. They have to be used as a basis
for making a finished product.
T: m.9.t is the labor?
a: The waitresses are the labor in the Corner Shop.
c
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T: What is the management?
S: The two men who own the shop are the managers,
T: Is there any capital involved? Why?
J5: The renting of the store and the buying of equipment
would take money.
T: How many persons own this business?
S: Two people own this business.
T: yvhat type of business is it then?
S: This is a partnership.
^* History of Business
T: Has business always been opeji'ated on the basis of one
owner or two owners?
S: N^o.
T: IfVhat was business like in the early days of our country?
S: All work was done in the home or on the farm. The men
raised the crops and the women made the clothes and
home fiirnishings.
T: Could the people communicate with each other?
S: Yes.
T: How could they communicate with each other?
S: The people could communicate with each other by going
•
. to visit their neighbors.
T: What term would describe these early people?
S: The term "independent" would describe these early people.
T: Why did all this change?

As the coimtry grew, it became impossible for all people
to be self-sufflcient»
What was the first step in the development of business?
if your neighbor had what you needed, what could you do?
You could trade something you had for something you
wanted from your neighbor.
As more and more trading was done, what happened to the
independence of the people?
The people became more dependent upon each other and
less independent.
Can you think of anything for which you do not depend
upon some one else? (JMo doubt, something will be named.
This will be traced to prove its dependence. j Let us
go back to the Corner 6hop and find a few of the people
involved in the operation of this business. Let us
take candy as an example. How does it get to the
Corner iihop?
The candy comes by truck or express.
Who are the people involved?
The following people are involved: the driver of the
truck, the person who loaded the truck, the person who
took candy to the loading zone, the delivery boy, the
wrapping clerk, the packers, the persons who made it,
the people who raised the ingredients, the people who
transported the ingredients.
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T: This is only one business. How would other business
establishments compare with it?
s: Other business firms are alike in this respect.
T: What territory would be covered in obtaining materials
needed for a business?
b: The materials may come from all parts of the world.
T: How would you describe the status of the people of
the world?
S: The people of the world are dependent upon one another.
C. Different Forms of Business
1. Single Proprietorship
1
:
Vi/e have used the Card tihop and The Corner Shop as
illustrations of business establishments. Are they
operated in the same v/ay?
^ JMO.
T How many persons own the Card Shop?
S: Une person owns the Card Shop.
T: How many persons own the Corner Shop?
Two persons own the Corner Shop.
T: Do you suppose this difference In ownership would make
a difference in the organization of the business?
S: Yes.
^
T: Why would this make a difference?
S: in the Corner Shop, two people share the money earned.
T: what term applies to the money earned?
r
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S: The money earned is the profit of the business.
T: Do you know what term applies to a business owned and
operated by one person? Do you know another term for
owner?
S: i*roprietor means owner.
T: Do you know a word that means one?
S: Single means one.
T: What is the term that applies to a business owned by one
person?
S: A business owned by one person is a single proprietor-
ship.
T: How would you go about starting a business?
S: First of all, you would decide what type of business
you would like to operate*
T: V)/hat factors v/ould influence this decision?
S: You would consider whether or not there is a need for
the business in the community and whether or not there
is a similar business located nearby.
T: V/hat is the next step after you have decided upon the
type of business?
S: The next step is obtaining the necessary money, building,
and equipment.
T: What are the advantages of a single proprietorship?
r
S: The advantages of a single proprietorship sre: {1) there
is no one else to consider in the operation of the busi-
ness; (2j all the profit is yours; (5j you can sell the
business whenever you wish.
T: What would be the disadvantages?
S: The disadvantages are: (l; all the loss is yours;
(2; one person would not have as much available capital
to expand the business rapidly or to any great extent;
{'6) there is only the knowledge and judgment of one
person to operate the business.
T: What examples of a single proprietorship are there in
this community?
Examples of single proprietorships in this community
are: a card shop, a frozen foods store, an ice company,
a beauty parlor, a cleaning establishment, and a tailor
shop.
2. Partnership
T: We said the Corner Shop was operated by two people. Do
,
you know what type of business this is called?
S: This is a partnership.
T: What are the differences between a single proprietorship
and a partnership?
S: The differences between a single proprietorship and a
partnership are: (1) two or more people operate a
partnership whereas only one person operates a single
&^ston Unrve^*fyr
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4proprietorship; (2) the profits and losses must be
shared in a partnership; (6) the responsibilites of a
partnership are shared,
T: How will the profits and losses be shared?
S: The partners must make an agreement about the sharing
of profits and losses,
T: yiihen will the partners make this agreement?
S: The partners will make this agreement before they start
the business,
T: Would the partners just meet and talk over the agree-
ment?
LiOm
T: How would they make this agreement?
S; They would meet with a lawyer and have the agreement
put in writing.
T: What facts other than the sharing of the profits or
the losses would be in this agreement?
S: This agreement must include the names of the partners,
the name of the business, when the business will start
and when it will end, what type of a business it is,
where it is to be located, the work of each partner,
the salary of the partners, what records shall be kept,
and how the distribution of property upon the dis-
solution of partnership will be handled,
T: What term would apply to this agreement?
rc
S: This agreement is caiied the Articles of Copartnership.
T: Where will the Articles of Copartnership be kept?
b: This agreement should be kept in a safe place in the
office.
T: Is there only one copy? How do the partners know what
is in the agreement?
S: Each partner must have a copy as well as having one in
the office files.
T: Do you suppose the lawyer would keep a copy?
Yes.
T: Why are all these copies made of the articles of co-
partnership?
S: All the copies are made so that one will be available
should the other copies be destroyed*
T: what are the advantages of a partnership?
fc>: The advantages of a partnership are: (Ij there is
more money and property available for investment; {2)
all the losses are not born by one person; (5) the
abilities as well as the credit potential of several
people are available*
T: What are the disadvantages of a partnership?
S: The disadvantages of a partnership are: (i; all
partners must be consulted about the decisions of the
business; (2) the profits must be shared as agreea;
(6) all the partners are bound by the decision of one
rc
of the partners; (4j all the partners are liable for the
debts of the partnership
•
T: Is a partnership limited to two people?
ii: JDJo, it is not limited to two people*
T: How would you define a partnership?
3: A partnership is two or more people working together
to operate a business and to share the profits, losses,
and the work of the business,
T: V/hat examples of partnership are there in this community?
S: The Corner Shop, the Fuel and Oil Company, the Real
Estate Firm are all examples of partnerships.
T: How may a partnership end?
S: The partners must agree to end the partnership.
T: what term applies to the ending of a partnership?
S: The dissolution of a partnership means ending a part-
nership •
T: How can one partner sell his share in the business?
S: The consent of the remaining partners must be given to
the sale of one partner's share.
T: V/hat happens to the partnership if one of the partners
dies or goes insane?
S: The death or insanity of one partner automatically
dissolves the partnership.
T: Can the heirs carry on the business?
3c
S: Wo, if they wish to carry on the business, a new part-
nership must be formed,
T: Does each partner have to invest the same amount of
money?
S: No, each partner does not have to invest the same amount
of money.
T: Let us suppose that it is desired to form a partnership
in a grocery business with a capital of |12,uuu. W.
M« Black has some money to invest but does not know
how to operate a grocery store. M. A. Brown does
not have much money but does know how to operate a
grocery store. They agree that Black will invest two
thirds of the money and Brown will invest one third of
the money. They will share the profits or losses
equally. How much does Black invest? - How much does
Brown invest?
S; ^ Black invests $8,000; Brown invests ^4,000.
T: If the profit for the first six months is $500, how much
will each partner receive?
S: Each partner will receive |250«
Ti Why will they share the profit equally when they did
not put in the same amount of money?
b: They will share the profit equally because they agreed
to do so.
fc
i'
T: why would Black agree to share the profit equally with
Brown when Brown put in only one third of the money?
c>: Brown is to run the grocery store, therefore he is to
receive an equal share of the profit for his labor.
5. Corporation
T: Would a single proprietorship or a partnership adequately
meet all the needs of business today?
S: JNo, neither a single proprietorship nor a partnership
would adequately meet the needs of business today.
T: i'vhy not?
S: Some businesses need large amounts of money and one
person or a few persons would not want to take the
risk involved in losing the money* Other businesses
require many people to operate them.
T: What larger organization could meet these needs?
S: A corporation would meet these needs.
T: This is spelled corporation not cooperation. 'Nhat is
the difference?
Corporation is a business; cooperation means to work
together.
T: How could a corporation be formed? Could you and a few
friends get together and form a corporation?
5: Yes, if we get permission from the government.
T; Would your permission be given in writing?
S; Yes, it would be given in writing.
f
T: Why will it be in writing?
S: It would be in writing so that you would know what you
are permitted to do. You would also have evidence of
the permission.
T: IVhat do you suppose this written permission is called?
S: This is a charter, or articles of incorporation.
T: What must be included in this charter?
S: The charter must include: (1; the name of the corpor-
ation, (2} the names and addresses of the incorporators,
{Z>) the object of the corporation, (4j the amount of
capital stock and the number of the shares, {b) the
number of directors and (6; the duration of the
corporation.
T: What is the next step in forming a corporation after
the charter is secured?
S: The next step is to raise the amount of money set
forth in the charter.
T: How would you go about raising this money?
S: The amount of capital decided upon is divided into
shares and sold to people who wish to invest money.
T; Are these shares of equal value?
S: Yes, a share is usually flUO value.
T: Does this mean that you must always pay $100 for a
share?
c
S: wo, sometimes you pay more than ^luO; other times you
pay less,
T: Vvhat is the ^100 known as?
S: The ^100 is the face value or the par value of a share.
T: Why do you suppose you pay more than the face value
for some shares?
b: vVhen business is good and the corporation is making,
money, the stock can be sold for more than the face
value.
T: Why can you buy some shares for less than the par
value ?
S: When business is poor and the corporation wants money
immediately, the stock is sold for less than the par
value.
T: Wh.at term applies to the value of stock whether it is
sold above or below par?
S: This is the market value,
T: Is there any difference in the type of stock you buy?
S: You may buy preferred stock or common stock,
T: how do they differ?
^j; The certificate of preferred stock states that this
stock must receive payment of dividends at a speci-
fied rate*
T: How does this work?

S: If the company makes a profit this year above the amount
desired, this profit is divided among the stockholders,
T: Which stock will receive the dividend first?
S: The preferred stock dividends are paid first.
T: Let us suppose that there is not enough to pay all pre-
ferred stockholders. Is the dividend forgotten?
S: IMO, the unpaid dividends on preferred stock must be
paid out of the next period's profit,
T: Vi/hat happens to the common stockholders?
S: The common stockholders receive a dividendonly after
the corporation has paid preferred stockholders,
T: Wh.j do people buy common stock then?
S: It is a safe investment.
T: If a corporation makes a lot of money, do the common
stockholders benefit?
S: Yes, the common stockholders will receive a large
dividend when the profits are large.
T; Does all the money the corporation earns go to the
stockholders?
S: Wo, the corporation must keep some money to meet the
expenses of the business,
T: \ihsit is this money which is held to meet the expenses
of the business celled?
S: This is called surplus.
t
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T; If the amount of money desired by the corporation is
$275,100 and the par value of stock is set at $100, how
many shares are to be sold?
S: Two thousand seven hundred and fifty one shares are to
be sold.
T: If one third of these shares is 5% preferred stock and
the remainder common stock, how much of each is issued?
S: There will 917 preferred shares, and 1834 cormnon
shares issued*
T: If there is $15,uOO to be paid in dividends for this
period, how much is paid preferred stockholders?
S: Pour thousand five hundred eighty five dollars will
be paid preferred stockholders.
T: How much does this leave for the common stockholders?
S! Ten thousand four hundred fifteen dollars is available
for the common stockholders.
T; How much will be paid on each share of common stock?
S: Each share of common stock will receive ^5.68.
T: Vi'hat proof do you have of your investment if you buy
some of these stocks?
S: A certificate of stock is issued to you.
T: If you wish to, can you sell your stock?
S: Yes.
T: what must you do when you sell your stock?
c
b: When you sell your stock, you must fill in the back of
the certificate which transfers the stock.
T: Do you need to consult the corporation when you sell
your stock?
t>: wo, you do not have to consult the corporation when
you sell your stock.
T: How does the corporation know you have sold your stock?
a: The new ovmer of the stock shows this transfer to the
corporation, who records the necessary change and
issues a new certificate of stock.
T: What are the differences between a partnership and a
corporation?
b: More people invest in a corporation than in a partner-
ship; therefore, the corporation has more money avail-
able and the business is larger.
T: VliT:iy would people invest in a corporation when they
might hesitate to invest in a partnership? Partners
are liable for all the debts of the business. Are the
investors liable in a corporation?
S: The investors in a corporation are liable only for the
amount they have invested. As an investor you are not
directly responsible for the operation of the business.
In a partnership, you are responsible for the operation
of the business.
T: How is a corporation managed then?
t
ts: A group of men manage the corporation.
T: What term applies to this group of men?
ii: This group of men is knoT/n as the board of directors.
T: How is the board of directors chosen?
The stockholders vote for the board of directors,
T: How are the officers of the board of directors chosen?
S: The officers are chosen by the board itself.
T: What officers are there?
b: The officers are: president, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer, and general manager.
T: What are the duties of these officers?
S: The duties of these officers are to see that the
policies of the board of directors are carried out.
T: This corporation with its many stockholders, officers,
and board of directors acts as one unit. Do you know
how the law refers to it?
S: The law considers a corporation an artificial person.
T: Vvhat does this mean?
S: This means that a corporation can do whatever a person
can do.
T: If one of the stockholders dies, does his death affect
the corporation?
S: Wo, the death of one of the investors does not affect
the corporation.
T: Vifliat happens to this stockholder's shares?

S: The deceased stockholder may leave his shares to whomso-
ever he wishes.
T: Does this fact affect the corporation?
fc>: Wo, this does not affect the corporation.
T: When death occurs in a corporation is it different than
a partnership?
S: Yes, in a partnership the death of a partner dissolves
the partnership.
T: What does a business need to be successful?
at m order to be successful, a business needs capital
and needs to make a profit by selling its product for
more than it costs to make it.
T: Does a business need the help of the community?
S: Yes, a business does need the help of the community,
T: KKhy does a business need the help of the community?
V/ithout the workers from the community and the use
of the company's product, a business could not operate,
T: How would you describe the feeling that should exist
between business and the community?
Hi There should be a feeling of friendship and cooperation
between business and the community.
T; Would this feeling be of value to a business?
S: Yes, a feeling of friendship and cooperation on the
part of the community would enable the business to make
more money.

T: would this good feeling be of vaxue to a business that
was being sold?
b: Yes. If the business is well established in a community,
the people will still continue to buy when the new
owner operates the business,
T: should the first owner profit by this good feeling?
b: Yes. The original owner should receive some money for
this feeling of good will which he has built up.

Core Activities
1. Read the material in your textbook on the business world.
2. Know how to spell the terms given in your text as well
as their meaning.
3. Work the related artihmetic problems in your textbook
on the business world.
4. Write a report of the class trip to the Tap & Die
Corporation.
5. Write a report on the business establishment you visited.
6. Write a report on some well-known personality in
business.
7. Make a section in your notebook covering the business
world.
Optional Activities
1. Read material on business, reporting on the textbooks
given in your bibliography.
2. Make a collection of interesting facts found in news-
papers and magazines concerning business.
3. write a report on the different types of business
establishments. (Be sure to include the advantages
and disadvantages of each. Be sure to point out how
one differs from the other.;
4. Make a chart illustrating a corporation, partnership,
or a single proprietorship.
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The Business World in VVhich i Live
True-False. If true, mark T before the statement; if
false, mark P.
1. A business ovmed and operated by one person is
a partnership.
2, Business in the early days of our country was
very simple*
5. A consumer is one who uses the goods or services
produced by business.
4. In order to form a corporation, you must receive
a charter from the government.
5. btocks are always sold at their par va±ue.
6. i'eople today are very independent of each other.
7. The articles of copartnership is the agreement
between the partners.
8. Death of one partner causes the dissolution of
the partnership.
9. In a corporation, every stockholder is liable
for the losses of the corporation*
10. stocks may be sold without the consent of the
corporation.
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B. Matching, iviatch the word or words in left coliunn with
the correct word or statement in right hand
column, putting the number on blank line at
left.
labor 1. a share of the business
goodwill 2. money a business maices above
its expenses
surplus 3. The amount of money invested
in a business,
corporation 4. btock which must receive its
dividends
profit 5. certificate issued by the
government
raw materials 6. organization operated to
satisfy human wants
business 7. people that work in a business
7 1,
15 2.
15 5.
8 4.
2 5.
10 5.
6 7.
4 8.
11 9.
6 lu.
operated by a board of
directors
.cles of
copartnership9. officers chosen by stockholders
.tai 10. necessary materials to pro-
duce business product
11. written agreement between
persons forming a business
12. common stock
13. money retained by a corpora-
tion out of its earnings
14. partnership
15. friendly feeling between com-
munity and business
C . Problems
1. Brown, Smith and Jones agree to form a partnership in
a grocery store requiring a capital of |il2,00U. it is
agreed that Brown will invest one fourth. Smith two
thirds, and Jones one twelfth. What is the amount of
each partners investment? Ans. Brown, ^#3,000, Smith|8,U0U, and Jones %>i,OOU.
c
C» Problems (cont;
2. The charter of A. C. Corporation provides for a
capital stock of ^17b,0OKj* If the par value of each
share is $;1U0, how many shares may be issued?
Ans, 175u
5. John Green and Albert Black are partners in a garage*
The articles of copartnership state that each shall
receive a salary of ^^200 a month. The rest of the
profits shall be divided equally. The total profit
for the year is 5jp600O. what is each partner's salary
for the year? Ans. ^24Uu. what is each partner's
share of the remaining profit? Ans. ^6UU.
4. The total capital stock of the Apex company consists
of 3000 shares of common stock, and 2000 shares of 4%
preferred stock. The stock has a par value of ^1^100 a
share. The amount available for dividends is 012,500.
What is the amount necessary to meet the dividends on
the preferred stock? Ans. $8000. What amount will be
left for the common stock? Ans. $4,500. What dividend
can then be declared on each share of common stock?
Ans. $;15.

D. Spelling (These words will be dictated to the students.)
1. partnership
2. management
5. corporation
4. proprietorship
5. producer
6, charter
7. surplus
8. goodwill
9. capital
10. labor
The weighting of the questions is as follows:
A. True-False 20
B. Matching 40
C . i-roblems 20
D. Spelling 20
c
STUDY aHIDE
To be filled out on the field trip
1. Kame of the business
2. V/hat type of business?
Single proprietorship, partnership, corporation
3« What is the purpose of the business?
4. TItfhat are the raw materials involved?
5. Does the business sell a service or a product?
6. What is the management?
7. uhat types of jobs were there available?
typing shipping
stenography messenger
clerk others
filing
bookkeeping

Operation '46 16 mm sound 2 reels
HqW a large American manufacturer earns his living is
presented in this film, in a financial report to the stock-
holders, slants, products, services, personnel, research,
and future plans are shown, and how the income from sales
is distributed for raw materials, wages, and taxes. Run-
ning time 24 minutes
General Mills Inc
Film Library
400 Second Avenue, South
Minneapolis, Minn.
Terms: Borrower pays transportation charges
Three To Be Served 16 mm sound 3 reels
"Bill" a high school hero of this film finds that he
can handle the problem of the business world as well as he
can manage the football field when he learns the rules.
Together with other members of his team he starts to manu-
facture garden sprays. Confronted with the problems of
satisfying customers, investors, and workers. Bill learns
the fundamentals of all business enterprise. A guide for
teachers by M. R. Brunstetter Ph. D. of Teachers College
Columbia University accompanies the file enabling the
teacher to make the maximum classroom use of the lessons
the picture teaches. Running time 27 minutes.
National Association of Manufacturers
14 West 49th btreet
New York 20, New York
Terms: Borrower pays transportation charges
American Miracle 16 mm sound 2 reels
To most people the words "mass production" bring to
mind visions of thousands of automobiles, tanks, or refri-
gerators pouring off long assembly lines. Actually the
story of mass productions starts long before the final
assembly of each machine. Combining on-the-spot photography
with animation, this film illustrates in simple terms how a
typical job is actually set up and operated on a balanced
mass production basis. Running time 18 minutes
r
American Miracle
General Motors Corporation
Broadway and 57th. Street
New York 19, New York
Behind the Annual Report 16 mm sound 1 reel
This is a fictional presentation of the annual finan-
cial report of a large corporation. The film Illustrates
certain original techniques for bringing dry figures and
financial facts to life. Running time 15 minutes
United iSteel Corporation of Delaware
Chicago Film Distribution Center
U. b. Steel Subsidiaries
208 bouth LaSalle Street
Chicago 90, Illinois
Heritage of Victory soiind 2 reels
This film tells the story of the history of Western
Electric Company from its beginning in 1869 as a small
model shop run by two young men to its present position.
Running time 19 minutes
Association Films
Western Electric Company
Motion I'icture Bureau
195 Broadway
Wew York 7, l^ew York
Borrower pays transportation charges
America Marches On
Stirring drama of nation in full stride. Growth of
!
America in terms of growth of her Industry. Harking back to
an era of 100 years ago when a man worked 12 hours a day
during the week could sometimes have all day Sunday to him-
self, this picture shows him marching upward and onward to a
higher standard of living, greater Income for people, and
more leisure to enjoy good things of life, as the greatest
Industrial system the work has ever seen began to develop.
Lowell Thomas commentator. Handling charge fifty cents.
Running time 10 minutes.
Educational Film Library
Syracuse Unlverbity
Syracuse, JMew York

Industrial Revolution
Describes the lot of man prior to the machine age
depending mostly on muscular effort with which to do work.
Compares methods of work from the time of the first steam-
powered loom to the modern diesel electric-pov/ered loco-
motive. Animated photography describes the mechanical ad-
vantage of machines. Cause and effect relationships are
treated with respect to their social and economic Implications
Rental ^1.5U,
ii^^ucational Film Library
iSyracuse University
Syracuse, rjew York

MONEY AND BANKIi^G
General Statement
No one can get along without using money since the day
of barter have passed. Vve must be £bl e to use money wisely
Too, we must be aware of the need for saving for the time
when we cannot work. In accordance with this need for
imderstanding the use of money, a knowledge of the bank
and its services is of the utmost importance.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of terms:
2. Knowledge of services of the bank:
a. borrowing money
b. Building and Loan Association
c. checking accounts
d. club plans
e. night deposits
f • safety deposit boxes
g. saving
h. school saving plan
i. trustee of an estate
administrator
bank statement
barter
bond
certified
check
currency
deposit
draft
drawee
drawer
endorsement
executor
interest
maker
money order
negotiable instrument
notes
outstanding checks
payee
proceeds
promissory note
reconcilation
service charge
signature card
specie
stock
stub
to honor a draft
withdrawal

3. Knowledge of the different types of banks:
a. commercial
b. saving
c. trust
4. Knowledge of the ways of carrying money while
traveling:
a. letter of credit
b. personal checks
c. traveler's checks
5. Knowledge of Government protection of banks:
a. Federal Reserve System
b. Federal Deposit insurance Corporation
6. Knowledge of Stocks and Bonds:
a. War Bonds
b. stocks
1» common
2. preferred
c. Stock Market Report
7. Knowledge of what makes a good investment:
Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. An insight into the available jobs in the banks
with a knowledge of the work involved
2. Knowledge of the stock exchange
5. Ability to plan one's own investment program
4. An appreciation of the importance of regular saving
Unit Assignment Tentative time allotment — 3 weeks
A« Introduction
T. Vi/hat are the bare necessities of life?
S: You can't get along without food, clothing or shelter.
T: How do you obtain these necessities?
S: You can obtain these necessities by working for them.
c
T: Do you work for yoiir food? Clothing? Shelter?
5: bio, you work for the money with which to buy these
goods
•
T: Vyiiat is money then?
S: It is the means of getting something that is desired.
T: Do you know how money is referred to then?
b: Money is a means of exchange.
T: Have we always used money for this means of exchange?
S: No. People traded for the things they wanted.
T: Vyhy don't we trade things today for those things we
want?
S: The person who has the desired article might not want
what we have.
Ti Do you know another v-ord that means to trade?
S: Barter means to trade.
T: Give me some examples of bartering.
S: In school, trading a jackknife for a top, trading a
fountain pen for a lead pencil are examples of barter-
ing.
T: liive me an example of an instance when you couldn't
use barter.
S: I couldn't take a jackknife to pay my way into the
movies.
T: why not?

S:
S:
T:
b:
T:
S:
T:
T:
S:
T:
S:
T:
S:
The theater management wouldn't accept it. They mi^ht
receive too many jackknives and they couldn't use
all of them.
How would you overcome this difficulty? Vvhat would
you use in its place?
I would use money.
Do you know another word that means the same as money?
Currency means money.
Does anyone else know another term?
Cash also means money.
There are two kinds of money. Do you know what they
are?
i^aper money and coin are the kinds of money I have
seen.
Do you know another term that means the same as coin?
Specie means coin.
Making i^ayments
We have said that money is used to make payments.
Do we always make payments with coins or bills? If
not, what can we use?
We can use checks.
Vfeat is a check?
it is a written order by me to my bank to pay the
person named an amount of npney from my account*
tII?
T: Describe a check. What does it look like?
S: The checks are in the form of a book. There may be
one, two, or three checks to a page,
T: Hov/ many parts are there to these checkbooks? V/hat
are they?
b: There are two parts, the check and the stub.
T: What is the purpose of the stub?
a: The stub is the record kept for bookkeeping purposes
by the writer of the check,
T: information is on the stub?
S: The information on the stub includes: the number of
the check, date of the check, the payee, the reason
for the issuing of the check, the balance forwarded,
the amount of the check, and the new balance,
T: Vi/hat information is filled in on the checks?
S: The information written on the check is: the number
of the check, the date of the check, the amount of
the check in figures and words, and the payee, and the
signature.
T: Does the reason for the check appear on the check
itself?
S: The reason may be put on the check if the maker
wishes to.
T: Which part of the check is filled in first; or doesn't
it matter?
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b: The stub should be filled in first.
T : Why?
S: The stub should be filled in first so that the check
will not be torn out and the stub forgotten.
T: Does this check have to be presented at the bank in
order to receive the money?
S: Uo. The check may be presented at a store or to
another person*
T: Do you just hand the check to this person and receive
the money?
5: iMO.
T: What must you do first?
b : You must sign your name on the back of the check,
T: what is this called?
b: This is called endorsing the check.
T: what type of endorsement is it when you just sign
your name?
b; This is blank endorsement.
T: When is it all right to use this form of endorsement?
b: It is all right to use the blank endorsement when you
are at the place where your check is to be cashed,
T: Vifhat is the disadvantage of this type of endorsement?
b: If this endorsement is on the check and thecheck is
lost, whoever finds the check may cash it.
T: How would you endorse a check to prevent this?

B: You could endorse the check thus:
i'ay to the order of
John Jones
Liary Smith
T: vvhat is this type of endorsement called?
S: This is a full endorsement,
T: vVhy does this prevent the wron^ person from cashint^,
the check if it is lost?
b: The endorsement says to pay only to the order of John
Jones,
T: In this endorsement let us suppose that John Jones
spells his name Jon Jones. How will he endorse this
check when he wishes to cash it?
S: He will first sign John Jones and then directly below
this signature, he will sign Jon Jones.
T: Vi/hat is this form of endorsement called?
b: This is a double endorsement,
T: If Jon Jones doesn't want this check to be endorsed
again, how can he endorse it?
b: Jon Jones can endorse it thus;
rsij to the order of
First national Bank
For Dcpobit
Jon Jones
T: Vxliat type of endorsement is this?
b: This is a restrictive endorsement.
T : Wcij'i
f
H: it restricts the use of this check for deposit only*
T: After writing checks for a while, how do we know our
checkbook is correct?
5: The bank will tell us.
T: Would it be all ri^t to call up the bank at any time
and request a statement of our balance?
S: wo, at the end of the month the bank sends out a
statement which gives us our checkbook balance,
T: *Vhat is this statement called?
S: This is a bank statement.
T: Besides our checkbook balance, what else does this
statement give us?
b: This statement gives us the amounts we have deposited
during the month, the checks we have written, and the
amoiint of our last balance.
T: Will our checkbook always agree with the bank statement?
S: i^io.
T: Why not?
S: The checks we have written at the end of the month may
still be traveling from one person to another.
T: Whj will this keep the checks from being recorded on
the statement?
tS: The checks haven't reached the bank so they cannot be
put on the statement,
T: How are these checks referred to?

S: These checks are called, outstanding checks.
T: what effect will they have on the bank statement?
b: The bank statement will be too high.
T: If we have kept our checkbook accurately, will the
outstanding checks make up the difference? Let us
see. The bank balance is ^255.75, the checkbook
balance is $2'65,15* How can we find what the out-
standing checks are?
b: Check the stubs with the bank statement.
T: Upon checking these, we find that the checks fjo. 25
for ^lu and imo. 26 for $;il.6U are outstanding. Vfhat
shall we do with these amounts?
b: We should add them up.
T: v^hat is the total?
b: The total is ^21, 60,
T: Is this the difference between the bank statement
and our checkbook?
S : iMo.
T: How much more of a difference is there?
S: There is still a %1 difference.
T: What do you suppose caused this? will the bank let
you have a checking account for nothing?
S: ivio.
T: V'/hy not?
b: The bank must charge for its services so that they
can operate at a profit.
f
T: \iVhat will this extra dollar be called then?
S: This is a service charge,
T: Do you suppose proving the bank statement is worth-
while?
t3: Proving the bank statement is worth doing so that we
will not overdraw our account.
T: Let us prove our bank balance. V«hat should we do
first?
S: ue compare our checkbook balance with our banlc state-
ment balance.
T: what is the next thing that we do?
If the bank statement balance is more than the check-
book balance, we must list the outstanding checks
and total them,
T: what is the next step?
b: We subtract this amount from the bank balance,
T: This should equal what amount then?
6: This should equal the checkbook balance after sub-
tracting the service charge,
T: All important papers have a heading. What shall we
call this paper?
This is what is meant by the reconcilation of the
bank statement,
T: How will we know when we have proved the statement?
€
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S:
T:
b:
S:
T:
3:
T:
Hi
T:
b
:
T:
a
T:
b!
T:
S:
T:
S:
»i/e must put on the date#
V/hat is another method of making a payment?
Another means of making apayment is to use a postal
money order.
When wiii you use a money order?
You will use a money order in making a payment by mail.
Where do you get money orders?
You can get money orders at the post office.
Vtfhat do you have to do to obtain a money order?
You must fill out an application.
^Vhat information is on this application?
On the application blank you have the amo\mt of money,
the name and address of the person to whom it is going,
and the name and address of the sender.
What is the next step?
The postal clerk makes out the money order.
'Aliat information is on this?
On the money order is found the name of person to
whom the money is being sent, the amount of money,
and the post office where it will be cashed.
How many parts are there to a postal money order?
There are three parts to a money order.
'vVhat are they?
The money order itself, the stub, and the receipt are
the parts of a postal money order.
r
T: What is the purpose of the stub?
S: The stub is the record of the transaction kept by the
post office*
T: What is the receipt?
S; The receipt is the sender's record of the money order.
T: Why does the sender need a record?
If the person to whom the money order was sent does
not receive it, you can have the post office trace it
from this receipt.
T: Does it cost you any money to send a payment this way?
b: Yes, there is a charge*
T: How can you find what this fee is?
S: The list of fees charged appears on the back of the
money order application.
T: if you do not have the money to pay a bill when it is
due, what can you do?
b: You can give a written promise of the indebtedness to
the person to whom the money is owed.
T: Do you know what this written promise is called?
S: This is a promissory note.
T: Why is this promissory note satisfactory payment at
the time the note is given?
S: The person to whom the note is given has written
evidence of your debt to him.
T: Why is this written promise valuable?
c
S: if the person holding the note needs money, he could
endorse the note to someone else; or, if need be, he
could bring the esse to court,
T: What does a promissory note contain?
S: A promissory note contains the amount of money owed,
the date the note was given, the length of time the
note is to run, the persons involved, the place where
the note is payable and the interest, if any.
T: '/iHiat is the person who writes the note called?
He is called the make of the note.
T: Why?
5: He is the maker because he writes the note and pro-
mises to pay the money,
T: Wow supposing the person who owes some money, does
not pay the money, nor does he give a promissory note.
Can the person to whom the money is owed do anything
under these circumstances?
He could order the person owing the money to pay it.
T: How would this be done?
S: An order demanding payment at once or in so many days
could be written.
T; What would this note be called?
S: It is a draft.
T: If the draft is to be paid at once, what kind of a
draft is it?
I1
S: This is a sight draft,
T: If the draft is to be paid in so many days, what kind
of a draft is it?
This is a time draft.
T: How do we know the person owing the money will pay
these drafts when due?
S: The drafts must be honored,
T: How would a sight draft be honored?
S: A sight draft can only be honored by paying it.
T: How would a time draft be honored?
S: To honor a time draft, the word "accepted", the date,
and the signature must be written on the face of it.
T: There are two kinds of time drafts. Vvliat are they?
S: The two kinds of time drafts are: a draft after date,
and a draft after sight.
T: What is the difference?
S: If the draft is thirty days after date, it means the
person has 5U days from the date on the face of the
draft to pay it, not 30 days from the date it reaches
him. If the draft is a draft after sight, the time
runs from the date of acceptance.
T: There is a special form of a time draft which is used
between coxmtries or in settlement of a ciirrent pur-
chase. Do you know what it is?
ii: This is a trade acceptance.
rC
I
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T: V\/liat is the difference between a trade acceptance and
a time draft?
S: The trade acceptance can be used at the time of pur-
chase only whereas a draft may be used at any time.
T: How could a trade acceptance be honored?
S: A trade acceptance could be honored by writing the
word "accepted", the date, and the signature on the
face of it.
T: When the time drafts and trade acceptances are accepted,
what do they become?
S: These accepted time drafts and trade acceptances be-
come notes.
T: How many people are involved in a draft?
S: There may be two or three people involved.
T: Who are they?
S: The people involved are: the person who owes the money,
the person, who demands the money, and the person
||
designated to receive the money.
T: What is the term used to describe the person demand-
ing payment?
S: This person is the drawer.
T: What is the term used to describe the person who owes
the money?
i,
JSj This person is called the drawee. I|

T: what is the term used to describe the person who is
designated to receive the money?
S: This person is the payee.
T: If you were new in business, do you suppose other com-
panies would recognize your checks?
S : No
.
T: ViHiy not?
b: The companies would not know whether you were a good
risk or not,
T: 'i/Vhat sort of a payment could you use then so that
companies would recognize the payment and send your
goods immediately?
S: You could use a bank draft.
T: What is a bank draft?
S: It is a check drawn by one bank upon another bank.
T: How could you obtain a bank draft?
JS: You could obtain a bank draft b^ going to the bank
and giving the bank clerk enough money to cover the
draft and the small fee charged.
T: Would you do this draft making before or after you
sent your order?
S: You would do this before you sent your order?
T: Then you sre really making what kind of a payment?
S: You are making a cash payment.

Is there any way you could use your own check and still
have a new company recognize it?
You could have it certified,
what does this mean?
To certify a check means that the teller of the bank
checks your account and if there is sufficient funds
he writes the word "certified", the date and signature
upon the face of the check.
iMow T/hy would a nev/ company recognize this certified
check when they would not recognize your personal
check?
The word "certified" means the bank has taken the
amount of money from your account and is holding it
for the company to collect.
How does this differ from an ordinary check?
In using an ordinary check the money is not taken
from your account until the check is returned to the
bank for payment.
How may these papers be transferred?
These papers may be transferred by endorsement.
Do you know the term that applies to papers that may
be transferred by endorsement?
These papers are negotiable instruments.
r[
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C. Types of Banks
T: In addition to checKing accounts, whet other types of
services do banks performV
S: Banks are places of safekeeping for your money and
valuables. The bank loans money, cashes checks, and
discounts notes and drafts,
T: Do all banks perform all these services?
iS: IMo.
T: The banks are classified into three groups according
to the work they do, What are they?
S: The banks are classified as savings banks, commercial
banks, and trust banks,
T: V^liat is a savings bank?
S: A savings bank is one that will take money for safe-
keeping and pay interest on it.
T: What is interest?
b: Interest is money that other money earns,
T: What else does a savings bank do?
S: Savings banks will loan money to persons who can
show evidence of being able to pay it back.
T: What is a commercial bank?
ti: A commercial bank is a bank which takes money on
deposit, allows checks to be drawn against it, loans
money and has the club plans of saving,
T: rniat is a trust bank?
I
b: In addition to the work of other types of banks, a
trust bank may manage the affairs of a person or an
institution.
T: bometimes people name a trust bank in their will to
perform this duty. Do you know what this bank is then
called?
S: This bank is called the executor of the estate.
T: If a person does not leave a will or name anyone to
see that his affairs are settled, one may be appointed.
What would this person or bank be called then?
b: This person is called an administrator of the estate.
T: Hov/ do you go about opening an account with which
ever form of bank you decide to use?
S: You first must fill in a signature card.
T: Vi/hat information is on this card?
b: The following information appears on the signature
card:
your name your address
your occupation the name of person who
recommends you
your signature
T: what is the purpose of the signature card?
b: The purpose of the signature card is that it serves
as a means of identifying you and your signature,
T: What is the next step in opening an account?
S: The next step is to put some money in the bank.
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T
:
How do you put money in the bank? i
b: First, you must make out a deposit slip, i
i
V^Tiat goes on this deposit slip?• T
id The name, date, how much you are depositing, whether
it is in bills, specie, checks or money orders appear
on the deposit slip*
T: What record do you have of your deposit?
b The bank issues you a passbook where your deposits
are recorded*
T Is anything else recorded in the passbook?
S: The interest you receive on your money and whatever
withdrawals you mdc e appear in the passbook.
T In order to make a deposit in a bank do you have to
have a certain amount of money?
b 1^0.
T In order to encourage regular saving, what service do
some banks have?
b! The banks have the Christmas Club plan of saving.
T
S starting in December of each year a person may deposit
a special amount each week.
•
T: Vifhat amounts may be deposited?
s • You may deposit 25^, 50j^, £pl.uu, ^2.0U, or |5.00
each week*
1
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T: If you decide to have a 25jzf Christmas Club, could you
change later to a 5U^ one?
wo. You could not change until the next year.
T: If you fail to keep up your payments, do you lose !,
your money?
j
T: \^h.en do you receive your money? I
S: You receive your money the first of December of the
year following the opening of the account, when all
Christmas Club checks are sent out.
T; Do you receive any interest on these clubs?
S: No.
I,
T: Do banks offer any other club plans? I
S: borne banks have a vacation club plan.
T: Is there any means of saving whereby children can take
part?
S: There is a school savings bank.
|
T: Is this a separate bank?
!i
,i
b: i\o, it is a division of the regular bank.
T: How does it operate?
S: In each school or classroom, a person acts as a teller,
recording the amount of money in the students' pass-
book. Then the money with a deposit slip is sent to
the regular bank to the school savings department.
i
T: V/hy do banks bother with these small amounts of money?
S: The banks have this service to encourage students to
form the good habit of saving.
T: what happens to your money when you leave school?
S: You must withdraw it from the school savings bank and
put it in the regular bank.
T: At the beginning of this talk upon banks, we said a
bank was a place of safekeeping for money and valuables.
How do banks keep your valuables safe?
S: The banks have vaults with boxes in them which you can
rent for a year at a time.
T: How can you be certain that a bank employee won't
take your valuables?
b: There are two keys to every box. You have one and the
bank has the other. I^either key alone will open the
box.
T: VVhat are these boxes called?
S: These are safety deposit boxes.
T: How can you be certain that your money is reasonably
safe in a bank?
S: The Federal Deposit Insurance Company guarantees a
depositor up to $i5,Ouo of his money if the bank should
fail.
T: Does thie Government have any control over banks? If
so, how?
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S: in order to open a bank you must obtain permission
either from the state or national government.
T: How can you tell that a bank obtained permission from
the Federal Government?
J5: The word "national" appears in its name if the bank
obtained its charter from the Federal Government,
T: V.Tiat other Federal System does every national bank
belong to?
national banks must belong to the Federal Reserve
System.
T: what is the Federal Reserve System?
b: The United States is divided into twelve districts.
Each district has a bank. This bank holds on deposit
the money of national banks in its district.
T: Can a person do business with a Federal Reserve Bank? \
S: iMo, just other banks do business with Federal Reserve '
Banks*
T: V'l/here is the Federal Reserve Bank for this District?
S: The Federal Reserve Bank for this district is in
Boston.
T: i'vhat district are we in?
S: This is Federal Reserve District Wo. 1«
T: Among other services we said -che banks would allow us
to borrow money. Do we just walk in and say we want
to borrow money and get it? 11

IMO, we have to have some security or the bank won't
give us the money.
T: Do we have to give the bank any evidence of our debt?
S: Yes.
T: Vi/hat would be considered evidence of our debt?
S: yVe could write a promissory note.
T: If this promissory note is for ^^500, will we ^et !}p50U
from the bank?
S : JMO.
T: Vfhy not?
b: The bank will charge us for this note at a special rate
of interest, and the bank will subtract if from the
T: If the bank charges us 6% interest and the note is
for sixty days, what amount of interest will the bank
take from the ([jiSOO?
iS: The bank will take ^5.00.
T: How much will you get on yo\ir promissory note of ^5UO?
b: 1 will get ^f495.
T: what is this ^^495 called?
b: This is the proceeds of your note.
T: Do you know what this whole process of taking your
note to the bank and obtaining the proceeds is called?
S! This is called discounting a note.
/
T: ;mat other negotiable instruments could you discount?
You could discount drafts and trade acceptances.
T: If you know that in a few years you are going to build
a home, is there any banking service which will help
you?
S: The Building and Loan Association is for the purpose
of building,
T: How does this association operate?
S: You mfc y buy shares for which you have to pay a certain
sum of money esch month.
T: what happens if you should miss a payment?
S: You are fined each month until it is paid up.
T: If you pay into this association for a fev/ years,
what do you do when you decide to build?
S: If you have not paid in enough to cover the cost of
building, you may borrow from this association, and
use your shares as security.
T: There is one other service that banks offer business
houses. The business house does not end its day when
the bank does. Must they keep all their money in the
stoie until banks open the next morning?
S: iMO.
T: vjhat can they do?
6: On the outside of the bank, there is a box marked
"night depository." Here the business firms, who have
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the privilege of using it, can make their deposits
after the bank closes.
T: How can the business firms be sure someone won't
open the deposit box and take the money?
b: Ji,ach firm having the privilege of using the night
depository has the key to the box, i\io one else can
have a key. Vi/hen the deposit is made, the money drop£
out of reach from the outside,
D. investments
T: »«hat reason is there for putting money into the bank
other than for safekeeping?
S: We put money into the bank so the money will earn
more money for us,
T: Vi/hat are we doing when we cause our money to earn
more money for us?
S: This is called investing our money,
T: where can we invest our money?
i>: we can buy stocks and bonds,
T: iVhat is a bond?
S: A bond is a written promise to pay a certain sum of
money at a definite time,
T: what type of bond have you seen?
S: We have bought U, S. War Bonds,
T: How can these be bought?
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S: These can be bought in i^25, ^50, $75, and :jplOU denomina-
tions,
T: Do you pay $25 for a l|p25 bond?
S: No, we pay |18.75 and at the end of ten years we will
receive $25.
T: vtihat causes the difference?
a: This amount is our interest on the bond,
T: Where can these bonds be bought?
S: These bonds can be bought at the post office, banks,
or through your place of employment*
T: Is t-iere any way you can buy a bond other than paying
|il8.75 in cash?
S: You can buy stamps in ten, twenty-five, fifty cents
or one-doliar denominations. A bond may be obtained
when you have |il8.75 in your stamp album.
T: what is stock?
S; 6tock is a share in a business?
T: vKhich pays the higher interest, stocks or bonds?
S: Stocks pay the higher interest?
T : IWhy?
S: The risk is greater in buying stocks; therefore, the
interest is higher.
T: In our study of "The Business world in Which I Live,"
we found there were two kinds of stock. What were
they?
li
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S: The two kinds of stock are common and preferred.
T: What is the difference?
S: The dividends on preferred stock must be paid; the
common stock dividends will be paid if there is money
left over to pay them,
T: iTkliat did v/e find par value meant?
S: stocks are usually issued in 4^100 denominations. This
is the par value.
T: If you had some money to invest, what would you want
to know about the stocks or bonds before investing?
S: I would want to know whether it was a safe investment;
whether 1 would receive more than 1 put in; whether
I could borrow against it; and whether I would be
able to take my money out when I needed it.
T: How can you watch these stocks and bonds to find out
whether or not they are making money?
S: We can find this out by watching the stock market
report in the daily papers.
T: vvhat information is given in this report?
S: The name of the stocks, how much has been sold, the
previous day's closing figure, the high and low figure
for today, and the net change are found in the stock
market report.
T: where does all this buying and selling of stock take
place?
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b: This takes place on the stock exchange.
T: VkTiere is the big stock exchange in this area located?
It is located on Wall Street in New York City.
K» Carrying Money
T: We have told how we should make payments involving
money, and how to invest money so that it will be
safe. We haven't mentioned the carrying of money.
When would this be very important?
S: This will be important when we are making a long trip.
T: How would you carry money on a long trip?
S: I would use checks.
T: Can you be certain that your check will be recognized?
l>: Wo.
T: viihat sort of check could you use that would be
recognized?
b: We could use Travelers' checks.
T: Where do you get these checks?
S: You may obtain travelers' checks from a bank or a
railway express company.
T: When you buy these checks, how are they issued?
S: These travelers' checks are issued in flO denominations.
T: What do you have to do at the time you buy travelers'
checks?
S: We must sign each check in the presence of the issuing
agent*
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T: Why is it that a strange person will accept one of
these checks when they wDuldn't accept your personal
check?
S: A strange person will accept one of these travel srs'
checks because the checks must be signed again in his
presence. If the signatures are the same, the person
will cash the check.
T: Let's suppose you are going on an extended trip.
You wouldn't know just how much money you will need,
especially if you are traveling in a foreign country.
What can you do?
S: You could obtain a letter of credit from your bank
to certain banks in the cities you wish to visit.
T: What do you do when you arrive at the foreign city?
S: You go to the bank and make out a draft in the
presence of the official for the money you need. If
the signatures agree with the letter of credit, he
will pay you the money,
T: How do the officials of succeeding banks know you still
have money on credit?
S: Every time you withdraw money on a letter of credit,
the amoimt is recorded on the letter of credit.
t
j!
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Core Activities
1. Read the chapter in your textbook on money and banking.
2. Know the spelling and meaning of the terms given,
3. Work the related arithmetic problems in the textbook.
4. Flan a class trip to the bank and write a report of
this trip.
5. Make a collection of the different business forms used
by banks.
6. Secure a bank employee to speak to the class on the
Building and Loan Association.
7. Bring a stock market report to the class for everyone
to read.
Optional Activities
1. JPrepare a report, oral or written, about some well-
known person in the banking industry.
2. Describe orally or in writing the stock exchange in
operation.
3. Make aposter or posters illustrating a point or points
about banking, investing, or making payments.
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Money and Banking
True-False. If the statement is true, mark T before
it; if the statement is false, mark F
before it.
1, A negotiable instriament cannot be transferred,
2, To open an account in a bank you must first
fill in a signature card.
5. The drawer of the draft is the one who owes
the money.
4. To honor a sight draft, you write the word
accepted on it.
5. A draft is an order to pay a person a certain
sum of money.
6. Stock is a share in a business.
7. A trade acceptance can be used just as you
would use a time draft.
8. A trust bank is able to manage a person's
affairs in addition to other banking duties.
9. A bank draft is a bank check drawn upon
another bank.
10. There are twelve Federal Reserve Banks in
the United States.
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B. Completion. Fill in the blank with the correct word or
words to mfl-ke the statement correct.
1. V/hen the bank certifies your check, it immediately
takes the necessary amount from your checking account.
2. Vi/hen a bank is appointed in a will to settle someone's
affairs, the bank acts as executor of the estate.
3. In traveling in a foreign country a safe way to carry
your money is to have a letter of credit
4. You can follow the changing value of stocks and bonds
by reading the stock market report in the newspapers.
5. A time draft after sight is one in which you have the
number of days to pay from the time you see it.
6. If you have a checking account, the checkbook and the
bank agree by comparing the checkbook with the bank
statement.
7. To be certain that no one can cash your check, other
than the person designated, use the full endorsement.
8. In saving under the Christmas Club Plan it is necessary
to deposit a certain amount each week and you cannot
have your money until the first of December of the
year following.
9. If your checkbook does not compare with the bank state-
ment, the difference may be due to outstanding checks.
lu. The savings bank encourages small deposits in order to
help form the habit of saving.
r1
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Problems
Reconcile the following bank statement: the bank balance
is |;250.95, your checkbook balance is 5|.210,5U. Checks
not returned to the bank are: No. lU, ^i5»75; No. 15,
^20; and iMo. 13, ^^4.70.
Bank Balance |250.95
Outstanding Checks
#10
#15
#13
^15.75
20.00
4.70 40.45
Checkbook Balance $210.50
2. On the form provided, see appendix Ko.I]^ deposit the
following in the National Bank; bills ^15, specie
fl«75, checks on the Boston National Bank, ^20.50; and
New York National Bank ^15.
5. From the following information and on the form provided,
see appendix No. Ilg, write the draft.
drawer:
drawee
:
payee
:
amount
date
:
place
time
John Jones
yourself
National Bank of Boston
$50
today
Boston
30 days after sight
Also show how you would honor this draft*
r
D. Spelling (The following words would be dictated to
the class.
J
1
JL • drawer
2. reconcilation
3. deposit
4. check
5. proceeds
6. honor
7. barter
8. currency
9. maker
lu. bank statement
This written lesson would be weighted as follows:
A. True-False 20
B. Completion 40
C. Problems 30
D. Spelling 10
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Films
Uonej at Work 15 minutes
To learn how the i^ew York Stock iixchange operates, to
understand the need for ready markets for capital, to
appreciate the part security markets play in the building
UT) of industrial enterprises, to present factual information
about them, to emphasize the importance and necessity for
maintaining free and open markets for investment capital.
Modern Talking Picture Service
9 Rockefeller Plaza
i\lew York 20, JMew York
Work of the Stock Exchange 15 minutes
The student is shown how the services of the stock
exchange fit into the combination of land, labor, manage-
ment and money, the basis of our economic life. The
operations of buying and selling on the exchange floor are
shown and expressed in detail. Directed to the social
studies and business fields, this film is an important
aid to the teaching of difficult conceptions. Rental ^'6,
Ideal Pictures Inc.
40 Melrose Street
Boston, Massachusetts
The Story of Money Wo. 2455 20 minutes
This unusual film traces the history of modern monetary
system from the days of barter down to the complexities
of modern banking. It shows how iiinglish traders paid their
debts by weighing out gems and precious metals, it tells
how coins were developed, and delves into the romantic
meanings of the symbols which are stamped upon them, and
it explains how the exchange of heavy bags of coins
finally yielded to the simpler method of writing a check.
In conclusion, it outlines the role of the great banking
houses in our modern industrial system. Rental $>2.5u.
Eastern Pictures Company
Putnam Building
Davenport, Iowa
c
Dangerous Dollars 16 mm sound 11 minutes
Learninfci to detect counterfeit money.
X^ational Film Custodians Inc.
24 West 45rd Street
l^ew York, wew York
Modern Banking 1 reel
liducational Film ;iervice
X\lational Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
Free plus transportation charges
Booklets
Booklets dealing with budget and buying.
Household Finance Corporation
9iy iMorth Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Facts you should knov/ about budgeting
Pacts you should know about borrowing
Facts you should know about schemes
Facts you should know about buying and building a home
Facts you should know about securities
Facts you should know about savings
isiational Association of Better Business
Bureaus
Chrysler building
New York, i\iew York
How Easy Are Easy Payments?
One Hundred i'roblems in Consumer Credit
bmall loan laws of the U. -s.
l^ollak Fund for iiconomic Research
Newton
Massachusetts

Read your labels
I.'ore for your money
Loan sharks and their victims
Credit for customers
installment selling pros and cons
imblic Affairs Committee
50 Rockefeller Plaza
i^ew York, wew York
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INbURAiMCn,
General statement
A knowledge of insurance of all classifications (life,
fire, theft, health, or accident; is of great importance
to the consumer today. Persons of low ability need this
understanding more than higher ability students since the
former will probably never amass a great deal of money to
provide for themselves. Too, higher ability students will
gain this knowledge somewhere if not taught in school;
whereas, lower ability students probably would never pick
up sufficient knowledge of insurance.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of terms:
beneficiary inventory
cash surrender value mutual
depreciation options
dividends policy
face value premiums
insurance stock
insured underwriter
insurer
2. Knowledge of different types of insurance:
annuity
automobile
fire
group
health
industrial — social security, workmen's
compensation
life — endowment, limited payment, ordinary
f
ii 3. Knowledge of insurance services in coiranunity:
Automobile Insurance Agency
Metropolitan insurance Company
4. Knowledge of benefits of insurance:
a. protection of family
b. protection of property
c. provide for burial
d. retirement
e. saving
5, Knowledge of the background of insurance:
a, origin of insurance
b. laws governing insurance
Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. An understanding of the necessity for planning
an insurance program.
2. The ability to investigate and consider all
insurance programs.
3. The ability to determine the type of insurance
best suited to individual needs,
4. The ability to draw conclusions from the facts
as shown.
Unit Assignment — Tentative time allotment - 3 weeks
A. Introduction
T: m the work on budgets, why was a provision made for
insurance?
I
b: Insijirance is a means of saving as well as a means of
j
protection against loss of earning power.
||
' T: Why do we study insurance?
1 b: 'Ae study insurance to know the different kinds of
insurance, the advantages of each kind, as well as the
protection offered by each_^
_
r
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T: 'What may be insured?
5: Jewels, a person's life, car, property may ail be
insured.
T: what term would you apply to these things?
5: Valuable is the term that applies to these articles,
T: Vyhat types of insurance are there?
b: There is automobile insurance, life insurance, health
and accident insurance, industrial insurance and fire,
theft, flood and hurricane insurance.
T: How would you obtain any type of insurance?
S: in order to obtain insurance, you must file an
application.
T: What information is on the application?
S: The name and address of the applicant, occupation of
the applicant, name of the beneficary, if any, health
record, if necessary, and the type of insurance wanted.
T: Are you insured when you have completed the appli-
cation?
ii: wo.
T: y'uhat is the next step?
b: The application must be accepted by the company and,
in the case of life insurance, a medical examination
is sometimes required.
T: Vi/hen do you pay for this insurance?

S: rtTien you are accepted by the insurance company, you
make the first payment on your insurance.
T: liiihat is the term that applies to this payment?
S: This payment is known as the premium.
T: What period does your insurance premium cover?
The premium covers the period that follows the payment.
T: If you are insuring your furniture, how do you know
what has been insured?
b: You must make a list of all furniture to be insured.
T: What is this list called?
S: This list is an inventory.
T: Does this furniture always have the same value?
S : No.
T: Why not?
S: The furniture does not have the sajme value because
it is being used constantly.
T: How does the insurance company prepare for this?
S: The furniture is insured for its value at the present
time. If it is destroyed, the insurance company will
figure the depreciation and pay value after deprecia-
tion has been subtracted.
T: what proof do you have that you have taken an insurance
policy?
b: The insurance company gives you a policy.
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T: Wliat information does the policy contain?
S: The policy contains a record of what is insured, who
has the insurance, and the value of the insurance*
T: If you hold a I^IOOU life insurance policy, what term
applies to this $lU0u?
S: The iplUOU is the face value of the policy,
T: ifiihat is the term that applies to the insurance company
who is doing the insuring?
S: The insurance company is known as the underwriter.
T: ixhat is the term that applies to the person obtaining
the insurance?
S: The person obtaining the insurance is the insured.
B« Types of insurance (Prom the list compiled in class,
the students will select the one
to be studied first.;
T: vvhat kinds of life insurance policies are there?
b: The kinds of life insurance policies are: ordinary
life, limited payment, and endowment insurance.
a« ordinary life
T: What does an ordinary life insurance policy provide?
S: An ordinary life insurance policy provides protection
for your family in case of your death.
T: Hov/ long do you pay the premiums?
S: The premiums must be paid until the insured reaches 70.
T: Y/hat affects the cost of this insurance?

b: Your age and your health at the time the policy is
taken out affects the cost of this insurance.
T: How does the cost compare with other types of life
insurance?
S: This form of life insurance has the lowest premiums.
T : Wcij?
S: This form of life insurance has the lowest rate be-
cause the person pays over a long period of time.
T: Who receives the money upon the death of the insured?
b: The person who is named in the policy receives the
money.
T: What is the term that applies to this person who is
to receive the money?
S: The person to receive the money is the beneficiary.
b. limited payment
T: What does the limited payment life insurance policy
provide?
S: Under the limited payment policy, the premiums are
paid over a period of years but the person is insured
for as long as he lives.
T: How may the premiums be paid?
S: Jt'remiums may be paid monthly, semi-annually, or
annually.
T: How does the cost of this insurance compare with other
life insurance?
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S: The premiums on a limited payment insiirance policy are
move expensive than ordinary life but not as expensive
as endowment insurance.
T: Why?
S: The premiums are higher because they are paid within
a definite nvimber of years while one's earning capacity
is greatest,
T: VVho receives the money when the insured dies?
i S: The beneficiary receives the money when the insured
person dies,
T: Does the beneficiary have to take the money ail at once?
S : m,
T: ViThen would this be decided?
S: This would be decided when the policy is taken out,
T: What could the beneficiary decide to do with the money?
S: The beneficiary could decide to be paid so much each
month for a period of years,
T: What are these choices called?
! ti! These choices given the insured are called options,
c . endowment insurance
T: What does endowment insurance provide?
S: This provides protection for a person as well as being
a means of saving,
T: How does it provide for saving?
I
S: The premiums are paid regularly for a number of years,
and at the end of the period the money may be obtained.
T: How does an endowment policy differ from a limited
payment policy?
IS: An endowment policy returns the money to the insured
at the end of the specified period.
T: Must you take the money at the end of the period?
: No.
T: If you do not take your money, is it just lying idle?
;:>: No, the insurance company will pay you interest,
II . Automobile Insurance
T: If you buy a car today, what must you do before you
can drive it?
S: You must have a driver's license, register the car,
and have automobile insurance before you can drive the
car.
T: Why must the car be insured?
S: This state requires insurance on all cars.
T: Is this true of all states?
S: No.
T: Why should you yourself want the car to be insured?
3: Insurance is your protection against damage to your
car or to someone's property.
T: What protection does the insurance give you?

S: You may have protection from fire, theft, collision
resulting in property damage or death*
a« property damage insurance
T: What protection does this insurance offer you?
S : If you have property damage insurance and you are in
an accident, the insurance company will pay for the
damage to the other person's property.
b» public liability insurance
T: What type of insurance can you have that will protect
the people riding in your car?
S: Public liability insurance will protect the people
riding in your car.
T: Does this protect only the people riding with you?
S: No.
T: Whet other protection does it offer?
S: This insurance protects the property of others.
c. collision insurance
T: In order to protect your own car against damage, which
type of insurance should you carry?
S: Collision insurance protects your car.
T: Do many people carry this type of insurance?
S: No.
T: Why not?
s: This form of automobile insurance is more expensive
than the others.

T: if you are in an automobile accident or witness one,
what is the first thing to ao?
If you are in an automobile accident^ you should stop
and make a report to the police,
T: How should this reporting of an accident be done?
ti: In reporting an accident one should be very careful
to maice it accurate.
T: Why should this report be accurate?
S: If the accident is serious, this report may convict
an innocent person.
III. Property Insurance
T: Besides an automobile what else would you want to in-
sure against fire or theft?
S: You would want to insure your house, farm, furniture,
or equipment against fire or theft.
T: Are these the only things you would want to insure?
S: You would want to insure anything of value.
T: How would you know what furniture or equipment you have
insured?
S: You would make a list of what you insure.
T: Vtfhat is the list called?
ii: This list is called an inventory.
T: If you have a piano to insure, how will the cost of
insuring it compare with the cost when it is five years
old?
t
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S: It will cost less to insure the piano when it is five
years old.
T: \'{h.j will it cost less?
S: Through the use of the piano and the lapse of time,
the piano has grown less valuable,
T: Vyliat is this growing less in value called?
Depreciation means growing less in value,
T: Must you always Insure your property for its full
value?
S: No, you could have a coinsurance clause in your policy.
Ti What does this mean?
S: This means that you can have your property insured
for 80/0 of its value and still recover the full amount
in case it is destroyed,
T: If you have a house worth ^lu,UuU, under the coin-
surance clause what is the minimum amount you could
insure it for and still receive the ^;j1u,00U if it is
destroyed?
15: Eight thousand dollars is the minimum amount you
could have your house insured for under the coinsur-
ance clause, and still recover the full value.
T: If you have it insured for hi'6,U0u and it is destroyed,
how much will you receive?
S: You will receive ^6,U00.

T: If the house is only partially destroyed to the extent
of ^i3,uU0 how much will you receive?
S: You will receive ^2,250.
T: Why will you receive only J{t.2,25u?
3: The owner has insured the house up to three fourths
of the minimum amount it should have been insured.
Therefore, he can collect only three fourths of the
loss.
T: HoYif are the rates of premiums quoted?
S: The rates are quoted so much per $100.
T: If you want to insure your property valued at :t;;75uo
and the rate is .45 per JplOO, Y/hat is the premium?
vmat is the first thing to do?
S: The first thing to do is to find ho?/ many hundred
dollars there are in ^7500.
T: What is the next step?
S: The next step is to multiply the number of hundred
dollars by the rate.
T: Vi/hat is the cost of the insurance?
S: The cost of the insurance is ^35.75.
T: Does all property insurance run for a year?
S: wo.
T: If you taKe insurance for a longer period of time,
how do you benefit?

S: If the insurance runs for a period longer than a year,
the premium is lower.
T: A fire insurance company will insure your house valued
at 4il2,5UU at a rate of .60 per %luu for a year. V/hat
is the premium?
S: The premium is J;f75.
T: If you take it for a period of three years, the rate
is §1.50 per hundred, ^ivhat would the premium be?
b: The premium would be ^l&7,5u»
T: How much will you save? Yi/hat would be the cost of
three one-year policies?
b: The cost of three one-year policies would be §225.
You would save §57.50.
T: Why can the insurance company do this?
S: If a person buys a three-year policy rather than
three one-year policies, the insurance company has
less bookkeeping to do.
IV. Annuity Insurance
T: Vi/het services are available to you in preparing for
your retirement?
S: The Government offers us iiocial security,
T: What is the form of insurance available to help you
at the time of your retirment?
b: Annuity insurance helps you provide for your retire-
ment.
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T: How do you obtain annuity insurance?
S: At the time of your retirement you may buy an annuity
policy outright, or you may buy it as you do other
insurance policies.
T: How do the premiums on an annuity policy compare with
other insurance premiums?
S: The annuity insurance premiinns are higher,
T: What determines the cost of these premiums?
S: The age at which you wish to retire, your age when
you take out the policy, and the amount you wish to
receive determines the amount of the premiums.
T: How do you receive your money when you reach the
retirement age?
S: The money will be paid to you in monthly installments
or in whatever way you decide when you take the policy
out.
T: If you do not live to the time of retirement, what
happens to the money?
S: The money will be paid to the beneficiary.
T; What could you do so that the beneficiary would have
an income as long as he lives?
S: This could be written into the policy.
V. Industrial Insurance
a. iSocial Security
T: We have said that social security provides for your

old age. Is there any other purpose in the bocial
Security Act?
i>: The 6ociai security Act also provides for unemploy-
ment •
T: How long has the Social Security Act been in existence?
S: The social Security Act was passed in 1955,
T: Vifho comes under the Social security Act?
S: The Social Security Act provides for all people except
farm laborers, servants, employees of schools, libra-
ries, hospitals, charitable and religious organizations,
and Federal, btate, and local government employees,
T: How are the premiums collected?
S: The premiums are deducted from the workers pay each
pay day and the employers pay a like amount,
T: Vi/hen do you receive the benefits?
S: You receive the benefits whenever you become unemployed
at any time. The retirement benefits are paid when
you are 65.
T: VvTaat happens to the money if you do not live to
become 65?
S: In the case of your death, the money is paid to your
beneficiary or next of kin.
b. Workmen' s Compensation
T: What is the purpose of Workmen's Compensation?

The purpose of Workmen's Compensation is to provide
protection for a worker and his family if he is
injured on the job.
How are the premiums collected?
The premiums are deducted each pay day from the
worker's pay.
If you are injured at work, hov/ do you obtain your
compensation?
You must apply for your compensation at the Social
Security board, stating your case when you apply.
Does the Board accept your word that you are unable
to w ork?
Ho, you must have a doctor's statment to the effect
that you are unable to work.
Health Insurance
Mary has had to have her tonsils out, is there any
way her family may have prepared for this?
Her family may have had Blue Cross, Blue iihield or
some form of Group Insurance,
l/iihat is the purpose of health insurance?
Health Insurance is to provide money for your sick-
ness and also protection for your family while you
are sick,
Vvhat is the difference between Blue Cross and Blue
Shield insurance?

IS: The Blue Cross insurance will pay your hospital bills
whereas, the Blue Shield pays only your doctor's bill,
T: Can anyone have these insurances?
S: In order to have the Blue Cross or the Blue Shield you
must be in a group that carries them,
T: Because a group must belong, how does this benefit
the individuals?
S: The premiums are lower because a group must belong.
T: How are the premliams collected?
b: The premdioms are deducted from the individuals' pay.
T: When you no longer belong to the group you joined with,
must you drop your Blue shield and Blue Cross insurance?
6: iMo. You can make the payments yourself.
C . Insurance Companies
T: How many of your parents have insurance? Ki/hat are
the names of the companies?
5: The name of the insurance companies are: John Han-
cock Mutual Life Insurance Company, Aietropolitan
Life Insurance Company, Wrentham Insurance Agency,
Blue Cross and the Blue -Shield.
T: Vtfhat does the word "mutual" in the name of a company
mean?
S: The word "mutual" tells us that the policyholders as
well as the company profit from the success of the
company.

T: \<iTriat is the purpose of insurance companies?
b: The purpose of insurance companies is to offer pro-
tection to people. The insurance companies expect
to make a profit from this protection.
T: in a stock insurance company, who receives the profits?
S: In a stock company, the company retains the profits.
T: 1/Vhat do you call the share of the profits that you
receive in a mutual company?
S: The share of the profits you receive is called a
dividend.
T: You have a choice or an option as to what to do with
these dividends. Ahat is it?
S: You may leave your dividends in the company to acciimu-
late, you may take the cash, or you may have the
dividend apply on the premiian.

Core Activities
1. Read the material on insurance given in your textbook.
2. Know how to spell and define the terms ^Iven in your
text.
3. V/ork the related arithmetic problems on insurance given
in your text.
4. Write a report of the type of life Insurance that would
best suit your needs when you first go to work.
5. Make a poster illustrating some kind of insurance.
6. Vvrite a report of the talk given by the insurance agent.
7. Complete the insurance section in your notebook.
Optional Activities
1. Make a collection of newspaper and magazine items on
insurance.
2. Complete an application for an insurance policy.
3. Read material on insurance in other texts and prepare
a report.
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,
Gregg Publishing Company,
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South Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, 1944, pp. 387-456
Shields, H, G. and Wilson, W. Harmon, Consumer Economic
Problems , South Western Publishing Company,
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Insurance
A. True -False. If the statement is true, mark T before it;
if the statement is false, mark P before it,
T 1. Insurance is a form of protection.
F 2. An inventory is of no value to the insurance
company,
T 3, i'he insurance company is the underwriter and
the person insuring is the insurer,
1' 4, Purnltxire grows less in value each year and
this is called depreciation,
T 5, 'i'o obtain an insurance policy, you must file
an application,
F 6, Your physical condition does not affect your
getting an insurance policy,
T 7, -^he endowment form of life insurance is also
a form of saving,
T 8. Collision ins\jrance on your car protects your
own car,
F 9, ihe Workmen* s Compensation insurance covers all
people,
F 10, Annuity insurance is a form of life insurance.

=————————^ 4
B, Completion. Pill in the blanks witn the necessary words
or phrases to make the statements correct.
1. Public Liability Insurance protects the owner of a car
against damapie to other people.
2. The Social Security Act provides for retirement at 65.
j
3. The person named in the life insurance policy to receive
the money is called the beneficiary.
4. In order to obtain an insurance policy, you must first
file an application.
5. An inventory is a list of everything that is to be
insured.
6. The 80> clause in an insurance policy means that the '
property must be inspired for 80% of its value at least.
7. The have group insurance at least 75fo of the workers
in a plant must agree to take it. ,
8. Through use, furnitire grows less in value. This is
|
depreciation .
9. In many cases you have a choice of how the insurance
benefits will be paid. This choice is called an option.
10. In order to obtain insurance, you must be able to prove
you will lose by the death of the person or the
!
destruction of the property. !,
i'
r
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Problems
Find the premiixms on the following fire insurance policies
atths rates given:
a. $4500 at 25/ per ^100
b. 17,575 at 40p^ per ^100
c. 7,865 at 30j^ per ilOO
d. 9,300 at il.25 per #100
e. 750 at 60^ per *100
Ana. 11.25
70.30
23.60
122.50
4.50
2. ^r, Jones has his automobile insured against property
damage and liability at an annual premium of $75, He
has an accident and damages another car to the extent
of j^lSO. How much has he saved by having the insurance?
^ns. #75.
3. Mrs. Brown has her house insured for |7500 for five
year period at the rate of 60/ per $100. What is the
premiiam? Ans.
D. Spelling. These words will be dictated to the students.
insurance
beneficiary
dividends
inventory
depreciation
premiiams
policy
underwriter
annually
protection
The weighting of this examination is as follows:
A. True-False
B. Completion
C. Problems
D. Spelling
30
30
20
20
1st problem 10

Make up written lesson
1. When the policyholders share in the profits of the In-
surance company, the company is a mutual company,
2. ''^•n educational insurance policy provides for a person'
s
education,
3. The insurance companies estimate the mortality rate
each year. This means the number expected to die .
4. This mortality rate influences the amount you have to
pay as a premium,
5. In order to insure something, it must be valuable
.
6. i*ist some of the things the insurance agent said might
be insured,
7. Lloyd's of London are noted for insuring^ odd items,
8. Dangerous work has what effect on insurance premiums?
9. How long does an insurance agent collect a commission
after he has sold an insurance policy* Ans. 6 months
10. i^edical examinations for insurance is required by
some of companies* none of
,
some of, all of
the companies.

Questions compiled by students to ask insurance agent
1. How they kept the records of premiums^
2. How the rates of premiums are decided*?
3. Kinds of insurances.
4. When does insurance take affect and when does it end?
5. Are people who have dangerous jobs insured?
6. Is the examination necessary for all insurances?
7. Can I take an insurance policy out for myself now?
8. What does the company do with the money?

Films
Yours truly, Ed Graham 16 mm sound
Ed Grahsun, a life underwriter, drives his car to a hill-
top. From there he looks on the city below and is reminded
of the insurance stories of several of his friends. Each
story is enacted as it is told. Running time 23 minutes.
Institute of Life Insurance
60 East 42nd Street
New York, New York
A loan
Every 2 seconds 16 mm sound 1 reel
Running time 10 minutes
Blue Cross Commission of the American
Hospital Association
17 East Division Street
Chicago, Illinois
American Portrait 16 sd.
Running time 25 minutes
J. Walter Thompson Company
Wilding Pictures
Institute of Life Insiirance
iiiducation Department
60 East 42nd Street
New York 16, New York
Borrower must pay transportation charges.
Search for Security 16 mm sound 1 reel
The film tells the story of the beginning of the idea
of life insurance, explains the application of the laws of
probability and suggests some of the ways in which life
insurance plays an important part in the lives of individ-
uals and in the social and economic life of the country.
Produced by the Institute of Life Insurance. Running time
17 minutes. Teachers Guide and Audience booklet are
available
.

Search for Security (cont)
Business Education Visual Aids
P. 0. Box 5
New York 23, New York
The distribution of films by this company is restricted to
an area wlthint 1000 miles of New York City, Borrower pays
the transportation charges.
Sharing Economic Risks
A conceptual film which develops the term economic
rlslg showing how insurance works, the defining of insurance
terms. Bill, a high school boy, loses his bicycle through
theft. The loss illustrates the economic risk which all
people face and insuring illustrates aspects of property
and life insurance and the principle of sharing economic
risks. This is especially effective film for use in the
social studies or business education. Running time 10
minutes.
Ideal Pictures
40 Melrose Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Rental #2.00
Pamphlets . Bulletins . Leaflets , and Folders
Am 1 Getting the Most Out of My Life Insurance ?
Equitable Life Insurance Society
393 Seventh Avenue
New York City, New York
A free pamphlet showing the value of the different types
of life Insurance.
Facts We Should Know About Life Insurance .
National Association of Better Business
Bureaus
Chrysler Building
New York, New York

How To Buy Life Insurance .
Public Affairs Committee
30 Rockefeller Plaza
^^ew York, New York
Selectln>7 A Li fe Insurance Policy . Burgess R, W,
Western Electric Company
195 Broadway
New York, ^^ew York
Not available until promotional activity starts again.

1COIvu^iUNICATlON
General Statement
No one can live in our world today without using some
form of commiinication. To use this service to the best
possible advantage, one requires a tliorough knowledge of
the different means of communication. The need for this
understanding is great amoung the students. To begin at
once to understand and to use these services correctly
will contribute greatly to the pupil's life today. More
than this short-range view, however, it will give him a
definite foundation for life in the business world when
he graduates.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of terms:
address initials
business letter letter head
cablegram radiogram
claim letter remittance
confirmation stationery
1
correspondence subscriber
directory telegram
1
enclosure telephone
exchange transmission
information toll charge
2. Knowledge of the history of communication:
3. Knowledge of business letters:
a. types
application order
claim remittance
inquiry
!

b. parts of the business letter
heading
inside address
particular address
saluta-cion
body of letter
complimentary close
signature
initials
enclosure
4. Knowledge of finding the cost of telegrams:
5. Knowledge of the importance of communication in
every day living as well as in the business world:
6. Knowledge of the different services the telegraph
company offers:
day letter
night letter
serial message
telegrams
timed wireds
7. Knowledge of telephone services and techniques:
a. services
appointment calls
person-to-person calls
messenger calls
station-to-station calls
toll calls
b. techniques
proper way to answer telephone
telephone manners

Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. Knowledge of the interdependence of countries.
2. The ability to decide which means of conununication
should be used under varying circumstances.
3. Knowledge of the dependence of business upon
communication services.
The ^nit Assignment Tentative time allotment — 3 weeks
A. Introduction
T: 'fe found in our study of the business establishments
in this community that certain types of activities
were necessary to all businesses. What were they?
S: -Lhe activities common to all businesses were: buying
and selling, keeping records, communication, trans-
portation, personnel management.
T: What does communication mean to you?
S: Communication means speaking to some one.
T: Will this restrict communication then to your section
of the community?
S: No, it will not.
T: Why not?
S: We are able to use the telephone.
T: Would this be part of communication then*^
S: Yes, it would be.
T: What other ways of commimicat ing are there?

S: The other ways of communicating are by letters,
telegrams, radiograms, and cablegrams,
B. History of Communication
T: The peoples of the world have always had some means
of communicating with each other. What were some of
the early means of communication?
S: One of the early means of communication was by sign
language
.
T: Is sign language used today?
S: The deaf and dumb people use sign language,
T: Why did sign language prove unsatisfactory?
S: '•'•'he people couldn't talk to anyone at a distance,
T: ''"'hat do you suppose they did?
S: They used smoke and drum signals,
T: What made it necessary to use smoke and drum signals?
S: The peoples of the world were becoming more dependent
upon each other,
T: Does anyone know how these drum and smoke signals
worked* If so, will you tell us'.' (If no one knows,
an opportunity will be given to look it up and report
to the class,) '•Vhat was another of the early means
of communication?
iS: Another means of communication was to send a person
to deliver the message,
'^i Why do you suppose this proved unsatisfactory?

S: With the growth of the world, the need for speed became
imperative,
T: What did they do?
S: 'i'he messenger used horses to deliver che message.
T: What was this known as?
S: J-'his became known as the pony express,
T: This was the beginning of what service that; we have
today?
S: This was the beginning of the Postal Service.
T: What are the other means of commxinication?
S: Telephone, telegram, radio are the other means of
communication.
T: What brought these forms of communication into exist-
ence?
S: Science brought these forms of communication into
existence by the invention of the telephone, the wire-
less and the laying of the Atlantic cable.
T: '•"hat was the force behind these inventions?
S: The desire to conununicate rapidly with people at a
distance was the force behind these inventions.
T: What have these inventions done to the relationship
between peoples of the world?
S: The peoples of the world have become dependent upon
each other and know each other better.

C. Methods of Communication
1, letter
T: What are the parts of a letter?
S: 'J-'he parts of a letter arei heading, salutation, body,
complimentary close, and signature.
T: VKhat types of letters have you written?
is; I have written a friendly letter, a letter of invita-
tion, and a letter ordering goods.
T: "hat kind of letter was the one ordering goods?
S: This was a business letter,
T: How are business letters usually written?
S: Business letters are usually typewritten.
T: Does the person signing the letter usually type the
letter?
S: No, the person signing the letter does not usually do
the typing.
T: Who does the typing?
S: The stenographer or a secretary usually does the typing.
L": Do you suppose this is shown on a business letter?
On this business letter (see appendix No.IV^, what do
you suppose the initials JUi'.CL stand for? Do you
see any connection between the letters Jli and the
signature
V
ii: 'i'he initials Jli are the initials of the person signing
the letter.
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T: What do you suppose the letters CL stand for then?
S: The person typing the letter might have the initials
CL.
T: i'hat is right. Notice the place of these initials.
Where does the person who does the typing place her
initials?
S: x'he person doing the typing places her initials second. I
1": What do you suppose end. below these initials mean?
Can you think of a word that end. might stand for?
Look at this sentence in the letter: We are enclosing
our catalogue giving our new price list. V/hat does
end. mean?
|
S: End. means something is enclosed in the letter.
T: Vi/hy do you suppose it is there?
S: It might be there to help the person who is opening
the mail. i'his person could tell at a glance whether
|
to look for something else in the envelope, I
P: Do you notice anything different from the letters you
,
have written?
jj
S: The letter has another address on it.
T: What do you suppose this address is?
ii: It is the address of the company to whom the letter
is going.
T: Do you know what this address is called?
S: It is the inside address.
I

T: There is still another difference in this letter. Can
you find it'^
S: 'i'his letter has—Attention: Mr. Brown,
T: iAfhat do you suppose this is for?
S: This means the letter will go to Mr, Brown upon arrival
at the company's office,
T: Do you know what this is called?
S: This is the particular address,
T: Does the heading on these letters differ from any
you have ever written?
S: Yes, it does,
T: How does it differ?
S: The company's address is printed on the paper and only
the date is typed,
T: Do you know how this printed address is referred to?
S» This is called the letterhead,
T: Instead of saying we have written the letter on paper,
how may we refer to this paper?
S: We may refer to this paper as stationery,
T: Notice the spelling. It is ery not ary , *"'hat does
stationary mean?
S: Stationary means to stand still.
T: Do you like the appearance of this letter? Why do
you like it?

S: I like it because the letter has nice margins. It is
clearly typed and placed in the center of the paper.
'i': (Using a poor illustration) Do you like this one?
S: No, there is very little margin. It is too high on
the paper, and it is rather lightly typed.
T: ^"hich one would you pay more attention to?
S: '•he first letter would receive more attention.
T: 'i'he first letter would make what sort of an impression?
S: 'i'his letter would make a good impression.
T: Do you think making a good impression is important?
Why'^
S: •'he person receiving the letter will be more apt to
read it if the letter makes a good impression. He
wouldn't be so apt to throw it away,
T: Business letters may be grouped under two headings.
What is this letter trying to get me to do^ (I would
use a letter advertising a textbook,
)
S: It is trying to get you to use this textbook.
T: How would you describe letters of this type?
S: I'hese letters are trying to stimulate action.
T: f^hat is this letter trying to do'i (Would use a letter
explaining why the material has not been received,)
S: '^he letter is trying to explain why the material has
not b een received.
T: How would you describe letters of this group?

S: These letters are explaining something.
T: You have said that you have written letters ordering
goods, What other reasons would there be for writing
business letters'?
S: ^iaking a payment, asking if the company has something
we want, correcting an error that has been made are
all reasons for writing business letters,
T: Do you know a word meaning to make payment?
S: Remit means to make payment,
T: Vtlhat would this type of letter be called?
S: This could be called a letter of remittance.
T: Notice the spelling of remittance. "Vhat would the
letter asking whether or not the company has what we
want be called?
S: 'J-his might be called a letter of inquiry,
T: Do you know what they call a letter pointing out an
error, such as being charged too much?
S: This might be a claim letter.
T: In writing these different types of letters, what do
you think you should remember?
S: Neatness, good handwriting, good English, good appear-
ance of the letter should all be remembered.
T: What about the length of a business letter?
^: The letter should b e brief.
T: What must you remember though?
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S: You must remember to give all the necessary facts in
the letter. Do not be so brief that facts are omitted.
T: Can all business letters be short?
S: i^o, all letters cannot short. ^
"i": Should you try to crowd the necessary facts on one
sheet of stationery?
S: No, you should not crowd the letter.
T: For the second sheet, would you use the same letterhead?
(tJsing and illustration) In this letter is the second
sheet the same as the first?
S: No, there is no letterhead printed upon the second
sheet.
T: is the paper of the same quality as the first sheet?
^es, the paper is of the same quality,
'•i-': Do you suppose the second sheet of a letter will
start with the heading and the inside address as you
do on the first sheet? Is it necessary to repeat all
this information?
S: No, it is not necessary to repeat all this information.
T: What are the facts that are important enough to be
repeated?
S: The name of the company to whom the letter is going
and the date of the letter should be repeated.
!|
ll
T; ^'hy do you think we must have this information on '
the second sheet?
I<
i
j
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S: 'iie should have this informaxiion on the second sheet
in case the sheets of the letter become separated,
T: How do you suppose this information is arranged on
the second sheet? (These would be illustrated on the
blackboard.
)
Name of the company Date Pag© 2
Name of the company
Date
Page 2
After you have written the letter, what is the next
step?
S: The next step is addressing the envelope.
T: rthat should you remember about addressing envelopes?
S: You should remember to have a complete address, and the
return address in legible handwriting.
T: What happens to letters that cannot be delivered?
S: These letters end in the Dead Letter Office in
Washington, D, C,
T: Now there is a correct way to fold a business letter.
(This would be illustrated with an actual letter the
students have written.) What is the type of letter
you will have to write when you are looking for a job?
S: We will have to write a letter of application.
Will the form of this letter differ from other business
letters?
3: No, the form will be the same.
T
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T: What facts should you include In this letter of applic-
tion?
S: iij name, age, qualifications for the position, any
experience I might have had, references from persons
who know me, my address and telephone number should
be Included in a letter of application.
T: In summing up all we have said about business letters, I'
what important points would you list to be remembered?
S: I would list neatness, good English, good penmanship,
good first impression, brevity, and the giving of all
||
il
needed facts. Ii
II» Telephone |'
T: "e have said that the telephone is a means of communica-
tion. ^>'hy do business establishments use it?
SI The telephone is faster than a letter. You speak
directly to the person*
T: In what instances would business need speed?
S; If a business needed merchandise quickly, the proprie-
tor v/ould want to use the telephone. The wrong mer-
chandise might have to be corrected in a hurry.
T: Can you see where telephoning might be a disadvantage?
S: If the persons do not speak plainly, the messages could
be misunderstood,
T: How does business prepare for this situation?
S: The business firm writes a letter of confirmation.

T: iivhat is a letter of conTirmation?
b: A letter of confirmation is one in which the telephone
conversation is quoted.
T: Let us trace a telephone conversation from you to bears
Roebuck Company in Boston in which you order goods.
Vihst are the steps you take?
!S: First, 1 would get Central. vVhen I have Central, I
would ask for long distance. After I have given the
number of Sears Roebuck in Boston the operator will
ring it for me.
T: Where is Central located?
S: Central is the telephone exchange in this town.
T: If you give the number of iiears Roebuck in Boston, what
type of a call are you making?
S: This is a station-to-station call.
T: HqW does this call to Boston compare with local calls?
S: This call is more expensive.
T: How is the call to Boston referred to?
S: This call is a toll call.
T: vVhst other types of telephone calls can you make besides
station-to-station calls?
You can make person-to-person calls.
T: how does this work?
i>: When you get Central, you tell her that you wish to
speak to ur, John Jones at a particular number.

I!
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T: How are you certain that you will speak only to Mr.
John Jones?
^: The operator does not connect you until she has
ascertained that ivir. Jones is speaking.
T: If ivir. Jones is not in, will you have to pay for the
call?
S: wo, you will not have to pay for the call.
T: How does this means of using the telephone compare with
station-to-station calls?
b: J^erson-to-person calls are more expensive.
T: If you do not know the number of the person you wish
to call, where can you find it?
£>: You Can find the number in the telephone directory.
T: what information is given in the directory?
b: The directory gives an alphabetic list of persons
having telephones with their addresses and telephone
numbers.
T: How are these people referred to by the telephone
company?
These people are subscribers.
T: What other information is given in the directory?
5: Information on how to make emergency calls as well as
a list of different business establishments is given
in the directory.
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P 6
:
T:
f
T:
T:
What is the list of business establishments called?
This is the classified directory.
If you are new in a town and wish to find a plumber,
how would you do it?
1 would look in the classified directory under the
letter £ and find the plumbers.
The directory will help you if the person you wish to
call is listed. If the telephone was installed after
the directory was published, how could you find the
number?
You could ask the operator for the number.
These means of using the telephone services provide
for reaching persons who have telephones. If you had
urgent need of reaching some one not having a tele-
phone, how could you do it?
I would call the neighbor of the person to whom I wish
to speak.
That is all right when the neighbor lives nearby and
doesn't mind. vVhat would you do if the nearest neigh-
bor lived a mile away?
1 would make a messenger call.
How does this work?
The operator calls the nearest neighbor and asks the
neighbor to notify the person who is being called to
be at the telephone at a certain time.

T: in business, when you call a person at a great distance,
you cannot be sure he will be there. Do you know a
telephone service you might use?
S: I could use an appointment call.
T: How does this work?
S: The operator calls the person in the distant city
saying: lAr. Jones of Boston would like to speak to
you at o'clock.
T: Are these telephone services considered part of your
regular bill?
6: NOf there is an extra charge.
T: when do you receive your bill?
S: You receive your bill the first of the month for the
month previous.
T: what information is on this statement?
S: The name and address of the subscriber, the telephone
niunber and the amount of the bill is on the statement.
T: Is any distinction made between local and long dis-
tance calls on the statement?
15: Long distance or toll charges are listed separately.
T: Supposing Sears Roebuck's number is Com. 1269. what
does Com. stand for?
S: Com. is the exchange.
T: Don't we have an exchange before the telephone numbers
in our community? v»hy do they have it in Boston?
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ji: Boston is so large that it is divided into districts.
These districts are designated by a name. In using
this name, certain letters are used to denote the
district,
T: What does a letter after a telephone number mean?
S: The letter after a telephone number indicates that it
is a party line.
T: kVhat do you mean by a party line?
A party line has more than one person on it.
T: If you do not have a telephone of your own and do not
wish to trouble your neighbors all the time, what
telephone service may you use?
S: There are public telephones called pay stations.
T: How does this work?
S: In a public pay station, to signal the operator, you
deposit a nickel. This pays for a local call.
T: Can you make a long distance call from a pay station?
if so, how?
S: Yes, you can. When the operator has obtained your
party, she will ask you to deposit the necessary amount.
T: Where do you deposit this money?
b : At the top of the telephone there are sio^ts for de-
positing quarters, dimes, and nickels.
T: If you do not have the necessary money to make a long
distance call from a pay station, how can you make it?
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I:
b: You may have the charges reversed.
T: what does this mean?
iS: The operator asks the person you are calling if they
will accept the charges for the call. If they will,
your call goes through.
T: Under what circumstances would you reverse the charges?
ii: If you did not have the money and the call is important,
you would reverse the charges. You would not reverse
|
the charges merely to have some one else pay for the
call.
T: You as a user of these telephone services should
remember what things?
b: We should remember to be polite, courteous, to be
patient, and to speak plainly when using the telephone.
T: If you are working in an office and one your duties
is to answer the telephone, how should you do it? would
you pick up the receiver and say "Hello"?
Wo, you should say "Good Morning, Mr. Brown's office.
Miss Jones speaking."
T: 'kVhy should you answer in this manner?
ti: You should answer in this way so that the person on
the other end of the line won't have to ask for all
this information. Thus, it would save time.
T: Here we have a telephone that we must crank to get
csntral. Vihat other types of telephones are there?

li
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b: There are telephones whose receivers you merely pick
up to get the operator. There are also dial tele-
phones .
T: How do dial telephones work?
S: Each telephone has a disc on it containing letters and
numbers. If you wish to dial Commonwealth 2465, you
would dial letters COivi and then the numbers.
T: How does this get your party?
b : As you dial, it is spelled out before an operator who
rings your number.
T: How do you know when the line is clear?
5: The line hums.
T: How do you know v\toen the line is busy?
b: There is a constant buzzing.
III. Telegrams
T: Another means of communication that we have mentioned
is telegraphing. There are several types of service
offered by a telegraph company. Do you know what they
are?
These services are telegrams, day letters, night letters,
serial messages, and timed-wire service.
T: Vvhat is a telegram?
b : It is a message sent over the wires.
T: How does it differ from a letter?
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S: It is short with only necessary words in it. It is
a faster mediiim of communication.
T: How does the cost of the telegram compare with a
letter?
S: It is more expensive than a letter.
T: Do telegrams have any advantages over telephoning?
S: It is less expensive on long distances. It is also
less apt to be misunderstood by a person receiving it
since they have a copy to which they may refer.
T: To make certain there is no misunderstanding, what
should you do?
6: A letter confirming the telegram should be sent to
prevent a misunderstanding.
T: We have said that telegrams are more expensive than
letters but less expensive than telephoning. Do you
know how rates are quoted on telegrams?
6: The rates are quoted so much for the first ten words
and so much for each word thereafter.
T: How would you interpret this telegrsjn r ate : 5U-2-g-?
S: 1 would interpret it to mean that the first ten words
cost 30 cents and each additional w crd 2-i cents.
T: If we are sending an eighteen word telegram at this
rate, how much would it cost?
ii: It would cost fifty cents.
T: The government has added a five per cent tax to tele-

S: This is part of the Government's tax on luxuries.
T: What will it cost us to send this telegram then?
S: It will cost us fifty- three cents to send this telegram
since the tax will be three cents.
T: Another form of telegraphic service is a d ay letter.
How long can this be?
S: The letter can contain fifty words.
T: How does the cost of sending a day letter compare with
a telegram?
S: It costs one and half times the telegram rate. This
is cheaper because you can send five times as many
words
•
T: Supposing you wanted to send more than fifty words,
could you do it?
Yes, for each additional ten words, you pay a fifth
of the original rate.
T: Supposing you only have seven additional words, how
is the cost figured?
S: You will pay for ten additional words.
T: Vye wish to send a fifty-eight word day letter. Let us
use the telegram rate of the previous problem. How
much will it cost?
S: li X .5U - .45 for 5U words;
6 words more is .09;
•54 is total cost for sending a fifty-eight word day
letter.
.

T: When are these day letters sent?
S: i'hey are sent when the wires are not being used to send
telegrams
.
T: VJhat term does the telegraph company apply to sending
telegrams?
S: Transmitting or transmission of telegrams is used by
the telegraph company to refer to sending telegrams.
T: Nhat is a night letter?
S: A night letter is a message that will be sent over the
telegraph wires at night
•
T: i/vhen will these letters be delivered?
S: These letters will be delivered the next morning.
T: How many words can you send in a night letter?
S: i\iight letters may contain twenty-five words.
T: what is the purpose of serial telegrams?
b: A business may be sending several telegrams to the
same person and place. If they are marked serial, they
can be sent at a cheaper rate. This is so because the
telegraph company will make only one trip in delivering
the messages.
T: How many words in all the serial telegrams can be sent?
S: All the serial telegrams may contain a total of fifty
words.
T: How is the rate figured?
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The rate is one and a fifth times the day letter rate.
T: Can you ever send more than fifty words?
b: Yes, you can,
T: what is the rate for the additional words?
S: The rate for the additional words is one fifth the
original serial rate.
T: Let us send a serial telegram with a total of sixty
words using the previous day letter rate. How much
will it cost?
S: It was .45 for 50 word day letter;
.54 is serial rate for 50 words in serial telegram;
the additional ten words will c ost J.0;
the total is .64.
T: Do you suppose this is cheaper than sending three
telegrams of 2o words each. Let us find out whether
or not it is cheaper by using the telegram rate of
50-2i.
S: It would cost .30 for ten words; .25 for the second
ten words; .55 for one telegram. Therefore, it would
cost |>1.65 for three telegrams of 20 words each.
T: How much do you save by using serial telegrams?
^: You will save %1.02.
T: Why do you suppose the telegram company can afford to
do this?
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The messenger will make only one trip in delivering
the telegrams. In transmitting as they are going to
same person and place, the company won't have as much
to transmit. Therefore, the telegraph company won't
charge as much.
In order to use serial telegrams, what must you be sure
to do?
You must be sure to mark them SJiR for serial.
What does timed-wire serive mean?
Companies that will do a great deal of telegraphic
business will have their own equipment for sending
and receiving telegrams.
V^Tiat advantages would the company receive?
The company would receive faster service on their tele-
grams because of their own wires. They would not have
to wait for the messenger to pick up or deliver the
telegrams,
i^jow whatever type of telegraphic service you use, what
should you remember?
We must remember not to cut the message down so much
that it is not clear.
Let us take the business letter ordering goods that
you have written. Let us try to cut it down into a
ten word telegram, and write it on this telegram blank.
In paying for telegraphic service, what makes up the

nuunber of words allowed? For example, in telegrams
what will the ten words include?
S: The message only is included in the ten words,
T: How are the address and the signature sent?
b: These are sent free.
T: In counting these ten words in the message, you might
mention i\iew York. How would this be counted?
: wew York would be counted as one word.
T: Why is New York counted as one word?
S: The names of cities or states are counted as one word.
T: tVhat will help you to decide whether or not to count
an expression as one word or two?
b: If it is in the dictionary as one word then it is
counted as one word.
T: There is another type of service offered by the tele-
graph company. Do you know what it is?
S: The telegraph company sends special occasion messages
very cheaply.
T: How is this done?
S: The telegraph company has these messages made up for
all occasions and you choose the one you want.
T: How can the telegraph company do this?
b: in transmitting the company only has to send the ad-
dress and signature plus the number of the message.
This saves time and leaves the wires open.
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T: There is stiil one other service performed by the tele-
graph company. Vyhat is it?
b: The company will allow you to telegraph money,
T: How does this work?
S: You must pay a fee for sending the money plus the cost
of a fifteen word telegram,
T: Vnhen would circumstances warrant your doing this?
S: If money was greatly needed by someone, this method
could b e used.
T: in sending these messages by telegraphic serivce,
there might be something which a company does not want
the public to know. Is there any wsy these message
can be sent?
b: They could be sent in code.
T: what does this mean?
b: The two companies involved have letters or groups of
letters which stand for words or phrases. Only these
companies know the code, therefore the message is
private.
T: Is there any other advantage to using code?
S: The message is cheaper because code doesn't use as
many words or phrases.

IV « other ivieana of Coimnuni cation
A. Cablegrams
T: if you wish to send a message to someone in iJurope,
how would you do it?
S: You could do it by cablegram,
T: vvhy not telegram?
S: Telegrams are sent over wires and the only means of
crossing the ocean is by cable.
T: Is there any other difference?
S: iMo.
B. Radiograms
T: Supposing your friend is on his way to Jiiirope, and it
is vitally important that you get a message to him
before he reaches jiurope, how can you do it?
£>: You could reach him by radiogram.
T: How does this work?
b: A telegram is sent to a coastal city and from there
the message goes by radio to the ship.

Core Activities
1. Read the material in the textbook on communication.
2. Know the spelling and meaning of the terms of communica-
tion given in your textbook.
5. Work the related arithmetic problems on communication
givai in your textbook.
4. Visit the telephone exchange and write a report of it.
5. Write a business letter of
a. application for a position
b. claim
c. confirmation of a telegrain
d. inquiry
e. ordering goods
f. remittance
6. Dramatize the right and wrong ways of answering a
telephone.
Optional Activities
1. Complete the section on communication in your notebook.
2. Collect examples of business letters,
a. application
b. claim
c. confirmation
d. inquiry
6. ordering goods
f. remittance
3. Collect illustrations of telegrams, radiograms, and
cablegrams.
4. Collect items from newspapers, magazines, etc. relative
to communication.

Optional Activities (cont
;
5. nvlte a report on some early form of communication.
6. Write a report on some man or woman who has contributed
to communication. Example: Alexander Graham Bell,
Marconi, Edison.
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Communication
A. True-False. If the statement is true, mark T before it;
if the statement is false, mark F before it.
T 1. A business letter should make a good first
impression,
F 2. m this telephone number, Bryant 1245, Bryant
is the city,
F ^. if you place an order by telephone, that is all
you should do.
T 4. Initials on a business letter tell who dictated
and who typed the letter.
T 5. The stationery you use in your correspondence
should be of good quality.
F 6. If you are calling 18U ring 3, your friend's
telephone number, you are making a person-
to-person call.
T 7. Wight letters are cheaper than day letters but
are not received as soon.
T 8. By using code in a telegram, the message is
kept private.
T y. it is expensive to s end money by telegraph but
some circTJimstances warrant doing so.
•1^' 10. The classified section of a telephone directory
gives you the name, address, and telephone
number of a subscriber.

B. Completion. Fill in the blank with the correct word
or words to make the statement correct.
1. If you move from one town to another, you should be sure
to leave a forwarding address so that you will receive
your mail,
2. Some early means of communication were: smoke signals
,
drums, messengers .
5. Business letters may be divided into two groups: a.
those which stimulate action b. those which explain
something .
4. The particular address calls the attention of a special
person to the letter.
5. Wevv York is counted as one word in a telegram.
6. A toll call is a long distance telephone call.
7. The letter following a telephone number denotes a
party line.
8. For companies having a great deal of telegraphic
business, the telegraph company has a special service
called timed-wire service.
9. If you wish to wire a person on a ship at sea, you use
radiogram .
10. Letters that do not have a correct address or a return
address usually end in the Dead Letter Office .

C. iToblems.
1. Find the cost of the following telegrams:
a. 18 words 2u-2 ans. .58
b. 25 words 5U-3-o- " .87
c. 14 words 60-5-1- " .78
There is a b/o federal tax.
2. J:<'ind the cost of a 6U word day letter if the ten word
telegram rate is 4Uj^. Remeirber that a day letter is
one and a half times the telegram rate and each
additional ten words is one fifth the day letter rate,
ans. .72.
3. Write a letter to Ginn and Company of Boston ordering
a copy of your textbook. Be sure to give all the
necessary information.
4. List the parts of a business letter.
D. Spelling. (These words will be dictated to the students.)
directory
exchange
telegram
enclosure
cablegram
information
transmission
stationery
correspondence
subscriber
ii. Identify in a sentence or two the spelling words.
The weighting of this examination is as follows:
A. True-False 20
B« Completion 5u
C. Problems 25
D. Spelling lo
E. identify 15

Films
Telephone and Telegraph lu minutes
ideal i-lctures Corporation
4U Melrose Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
Rental $2.00
The Development of Communication (iNo. 2310; 10 minutes
A description of the slow and uncertain methods of
communication in use before the age of electricity, intro-
duces this film. The pioneer experiments of Volta, if-atson,
and henry are discussed and we are shown how these made
possible the world shattering inventions of Morse, who
gave us the telegraph, of Bell, who invented the telephone,
and of Marconi who paved the way for modern radio. In
conclusion we are shown how subsequent inventions and devel-
opments have grown into a network of communication facili-
ties which are vital to our modern civilization.
Jciducational Film Library
Syracuse University
Syracuse, wew York
Rental tifl.50
Party Lines s-147 2 reels 15 minutes Color
New England only. Marionettes dramatize the things
that can happen without neighborly cooperation.
Associated Films
YI^CA Motion i^icture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, wew York
A Hurricane Challenge S-156 2 reels
New England states only. The way the Bell Telephone
System met the hurricane disaster.
Associated Films
Yl^CA Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Free.

Getting Together .^-1^5 1 reel
J\jew Jingland iitates only. A cartoon showing how a
telephone is made.
Associated Films
YIvICA Motion ir'icture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, Iview York
Free
Dial Comes To Town 2 reels Both sound and silent
As the picture opens Gramps has just learned that the
telephone company is planning to install dial service in
his community. His attitude about anything new is not
shared by the other members of his family or his friends
who agree that the new dial service will be an advantage.
Representatives from the telephone company speak at a
meeting to give some of the background of change to dial
service and to demonstrate the proper use of the dial.
Gramps finds that the new service is very much to his
satisfaction. Running time 20 minutes
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Booking of this film should be done
through the business office of your local
Bell bystem.
WorJd of t^aper 2 reels both
This film takes us from the beginnings of the art of
writing when primitive man carved in stone, through the
Egyptian ages with their use of papyrus, and re-enacts the
discovery of paper by the Chinese. In contrast to the
early development, we see modern paper production and the
marvellous electrically driven machinery which carries a
thin ribbon of paper through many tons of steel. Running
time 5u minutes.
General Jiiectric Company
Visual Aids iiection
140 Federal street
Boston 1, Massachusetts

New Voice for Mr. A. 2 reels sound
This film brings the story of "ivir. a", a mythical
character who feels that his business is suffering because
of careless telephone habits and incorrect telephone
usage. He accompanies a friend to a "hear your telephoie
voice" demonstration and takes steps to improve conditions
in his own office. Running time 21 minutes.
Association Films
547 Madison Avenue
l^ew York 17, wew York
Telephone Courtesy 2 reels sound
Mr. Burton runs into difficulties one day when he
tries to telephone his office. This makes him think about
telephone habits of his organization and he discovers a
number of things he thinks should be improved. He talks
with the telephone company representatives and gets some
additional suggestions. He then calls his organization
together and puts on a "Telephone bhow" to point out
poor telephone habits and to illustrate the value of good
telephone manners. Running time 25 minutes
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Through the local business office
Telephone Courtesy S-145 3 reels
New England only. Good and bad telephone habits.
Running time 25 minutes.
Association Films
YlviCA Motion Picture Bureau
547 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Free.
Telephone and Telegraph CM 1U6 1 reel
Association Films
YfvlCA Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Rental |2.00

Voices in .Paper b-15y 1 reel
Most modern method of insulating telephone wires.
Association Films
YmCA Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Free
Western Crossing S-i92 one reel 11 minutes color
Scenes filmed during the building of the transcontin-
ental underground cable.
Afcisociation Films
YMCA Motion Picture Bureau
547 Madison Avenue
New York 17, i^jew York
Free
Speeding Your Reading HS-81V lu minutes
Correct Fieading Habits and how you develop reading
speed.
Association Films
YIvICA Motion i^icture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, Nev/ York
Rental ^2,00
Penmanship Improver Hb-818 10 minutes
An easy way of improving poor handwriting.
Association Films
YiviCA Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York

TRAlMSi^ORTATIOi^
General Statement
In the present day world, whether you live in the city
or in the country, transportation plays an important part
in your life. The students should realize the significance
of this influence, without transportation, there would be
insufficient food, coal, fuel, grain.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of terms:
bill of lading
C. L.
c • o • d*
collect
common carrier
consign
consignee
consignor
demurrage
destination
express
f. o. b.
fragile
freight
in transit
L. C. L.
parcel post
postage meter
prepaid
route
sight draft
tracer
triplicate
via
2. KnoT/ledge of types of services:
a. express
lot shipment
b. freight
order bill of lading
straight bill of lading
c. parcel post
c. 0. d.
insurance
special delivery
special handling

3. Knowledge of reference books that are helpful
in shipping goods
:
City Directory
Postal and shippers (iuide
U. S. Official f'ostal Guide
4. ICnov/ledge of protection of goods shipped by
freight, express or parcel post:
5. Knowledge of the development of means of trans-
portation:
6. Knowledge of local transportation services:
parcel post
railway express
motor express
7. llnowledge of importance of adequately preparing
packages for shipment.
Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. Ability to weigh factors involved and to decide
the best way to ship goods.
2. An understanding of the importance of transporta-
tion in life today.
3. A knowledge of the opportunities for work available
in transportation, especially at the beg^j-nning
level.
Unit Assignment Tentative time allotment — 3 weeks
A. Introduction
T: In our study of the "Business V/orld In Which I Live",
we talked about the Card bhop. Hov/ do you think the
1*
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different parts of the cards reach the card shop?
S: These parts are delivered to the Card Shop by truck.
T: How does the fuel oil and coal reach the business
establishment?
S: The oil and coal are delivered by truck.
T: What is this carrying of goods from one place to
another called?
S: This is called transporting goods.
B. History of Transportation
T: Has there always been this need for transporting goods?
S: iMo, in the past each person provided for his own needs,
T: What has brought about this need for transporting
goods?
S: The expansion of business requiring that people become
specialists in one line has brought about the new
business of transporting goods.
T: Vi/hat was the first method of transporting goods?
S: Water routes were first used to transport goods.
T : Why?
S: In the settlement of the United States, the goods had
to be brought from Jiurope.
T: Do we use water routes today?
S: Yes.
T: How?
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S: Water transportation is used on the Great Lakes and
large rivers.
T: ?/hy do v/e use it?
S: This means of transportation is cheaper than others,
T: Why is it cheaper?
S: This method of transportation is siov/er and requires
less people to handle the materials. Thus, it is
cheaper.
T: What must you consider then in shipping S)ods by water?
S: You must take into consideration the length of time
the goods will take in going from the shipping point
to the destination as well as the cost of transporting
them.
T: jL)o you know a term that applies to the time the goods
are going from the shipping point to the destination?
S: In transit is the term that covers the time the goods
take to go from the shipping point to their destina-
tion.
T: Vvhy did we need other means of transportation?
S: Water transportation proved too slov/.
T: Are there any other reasons?
S: As our coimtry expanded, all places could not b e reached
by water.
T: This brought about what form of transportation?

S: The expansion of the country brought land transporta-
tion into existence.
T: What was the first means of land transportation?
S: Transporting goods by person or by horse was the first
means of land transportation.
T: rtith the growth of our country, how did transportation
grow?
S: The expansion of our country gave us the pony express
and the stagecoach to transport goods and people.
T: What was the next step in the growth of transportation?
S: The invention of railroads brought about the next
development in transportation.
T: When you use the railroads to ship goods, you have
several types of service. P/hat are they?
S: i:^arcel post, freight or express may be shipped by
rail.
T: How does the shipping by railroad compare with ship-
ping by boat?
S: ;ihipping by railroad is faster but more expensive than
shipping by boat.
T: Why is railroad more expensive? 'what factors make it
more expensive?
S: In using the railroad to ship materials, more people
are needed to maintain the railroad; tracks must be
laid and kept inrepair; the engines and cars must be

kept in good condition. using a boat to ship goods,
the boat is all that must be kept in repair; the crew
of the boat does the loading at the shipping point
and the unloading at the destination. These factors
influence the cost of transportation,
T: As the country continued to expand, what new develop-
ment was there in transportation?
S: The invention of automobiles and trucks with the sub-
sequent improvement in highways, developed motor
trucking.
T: Why?
b: Trucks could go to all places, pick up the shipment
and deliver it to its destination. This availability
made it more convenient for both the shipper and the
receiver of goods.
T: Within the last few years, with the progress the world
has made, what new change has been made in trans-
portation?
S: We now have air transportation.
T: What advantages does air transportation have?
b: Air transportation is faster, thus perishable goods
are safer.
T: Would you use it all the time?
b: iMO.
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T: Why not?
S: This means of transportation would b e too expensive,
T: ViFhen could it be used?
S: Air transportation could be used In an emergency or
when there is a great need for the shipment to reach
its destination quickly.
C . Methods of Transportation (Students will choose the
one to be discussed first.)
1. Parcel Post
T: If you were to send a present to your friend in a
nearby city, how would you do it?
S: I v/ould send it by parcel post.
T : Why?
S: This is the most convenient method of sending it.
T: In preparing the package for mailing, what should you
remember?
S: I should remember to wrap and tie it securely, to give
the complete address legibly v/ritten, and to have a
return address on the package.
T: If the package is breakable, what precaution should
you take?
S: The package should be marked "fragile."
T: Where will you take tliis present to send it parcel
post?
S: I must take it to the post office to s end it parcel
post.
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T: What will determine the cost of sending this package?
S: The weight and the distance to its destination will
determine the cost of sending the package.
T: Are there any regulations as to what can be sent by
parcel post?
S: A letter or printed matter cannot be sent within a
package.
T: V/ho makes these regulations?
S: The government regulates v/hat can be sent parcel post.
T: Suppose that you want to send a card with this present
and want them to arrive together, hov/ can you do it?
(Using an example of a book with letter in an en-
velope on the outside.) Hov; did this company send
the letter and the book together?
S: The letter is sent in an envelope which is fastened
to the package.
T: IVhy could this be done?
S: The letter was sent by first class mail.
T: vVhat do you notice about addressing the package?
S: The letter serves as an address for the package.
T: u'hat address is on the package?
S: The return address is written on the package.
T: If you were working for a company such as Sears Roebuck
who is shipping goods all the time, what would be

included in the package with the merchandise? How
does the person receiving the goods know what has
been sent?
S: A slip of paper listing what has been sent is included
with material in the package.
T: V/hat is this slip of paper called?
S: This is an invoice.
T: Does this enclosure mean that Sears Roebuck must pay
first class postage on packages?
S: No.
T: Why?
S: The Government allows invoices to be sent with packages.
T: If this present is of great value, v/hat may you do
to be reasonably sure it reaches your friend?
S: I may insure the package*
T: Does this require an additional cost?
S: Yes.
T: Is it expensive?
S: No.
T: If you want the present to reach its destinstion
quickly, what may you do?
S: If you send the package by special handling, it will
reach its destination quickly.
T: What does special handling mean?
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S: Special handling means the package is sent as quickly
as first class mail.
T: Is there any additional cost for this?
S: Yes.
T: Now you want to be sure this package is delivered as
soon as it reaches the post office in your friend's
town. Vvliat may you do?
S: In addition to special handling, I may also s end it
special delivery.
T: What does this mean?
S: Special delivery means that when the package arrives
at its destination a special messenger will be sent
out to deliver it.
T: Will the messenger go anywhere in town?
S: The special messenger only delivers within a mile of
the post office.
T: Let us go back to working for Sears Roebuck. How do
they sell goods?
S: Sears Roebuck will sell goods for cash and for payment
upon receipt of the goods.
T: V'/hen you pay for goods upon receiving them, what type
of payment is this?
S: This is a c. o. d. payment.
T: vvhat does c. o. d. stand for?

S: The letters c. o. d. mean cash on delivery.
T: Is this more expensive than sending cash with your
order?
S: Yes.
T : ;Vhy?
S: This is more expensive because the post office charges
a fee for collecting the money and mailing it to
Sears Roebuck.
T: When would this be used?
S: This would b e used if a business v/asn't sure a person
could and would pay for the merchandise. If a person
didn't live near a post office, this service would make
it more convenient to s end money with the order.
T: In a big organization such as Sears Roebuck, is each
parcel taken to the post office and mailed individ-
ually?
S: No.
T: How is it done?
S: Businesses which do a large mailing business have a
postage meter.
T: How does this postage meter work?
S: The Government allows the business to use a special
stamping device. The company pays for so much postage.
Xihen this postage is used, more postage is bought.
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T: V/hat are the advantages of parcel post?
S: Parcel post is used on rural routes; it is inexpensive.
Merchandise may be sent all over the country by parcel
post,
2. Express
a. motor
T: \'le said the parts of the cards to be assembled at the
Card Shop were sent by truck. In preparing packages
for shipment by truck, what should be remembered?
S: It should be remembered: (1) to have packages wrapped
and tied securely, (2) to have the address completely
and legibly written, (3} to have a return address on
the package, and (4) to be sure to mark it "fragile"
if the package is breakable.
T: vrnat is shipping goods by truck called?
S: This is called motor express.
T: ';Vhen would you use motor express?
S: Motor express would b e used when the distance involved
is not too great.
b
.
railway express
T: Viihat is another method of sending goods by express?
S: Goods can be sent by railway express.
T: In preparing packages for shipment by railway express,
what should you remember?

S: Packages for railway express should be prepared as care-
fully as for parcel post or motor express,
T: Let us suppose you are sending two or more packages
to the same person at the same time. Is there any way
you might do it and find it cheaper?
S: These packages could be marked "lot shipment" and
numbered. For example, lot shipment, 1 of 3.
T: \ih.j can the Railway Express Company send these packages
cheaper this way?
,
S: The company waits until all pieces have arrived and
then makes one trip to deliver them.
T: There are two ways of sending goods by express. Y(h.B.t
are they? Vvhen you go to the express office v/ith jour
packages, what does the express agent do?
S: The agent v/eighs the packages and determines how much
it will cost to s end it«
T: You pay the charge and the package is sent. wTiat
manner of sending the shipment is this?
S: This is a prepaid shipment.
T: In ordering goods from Sears Roebuck, v/ho pays the
transportation charges?
S: The person buying the goods pays the transportation
charges
.
T: If you do not send the money with your order, when
will you pay these charges?

S: You will pay the transportation charges before you
receive the goods.
T: Bow will Sears Roebuck send this merchandise?
S: Sears Roebuck will send the merchandise collect,
T: ViiTiat factors beside weight determine the cost of ship-
ping by express?
S: The type of goods to be sent, how the goods are packed,
and the distance the goods must go are factors that
determine the cost of shipping by express,
T: Vvhy would the way goods are packed influence the cost
of shipping?
S: If merchandise is not well packed, greater care in
handling would have to be taken. A charge would be
made for this extra care in handling.
T: Referring to the chart in your textbook, which class
rating does candy take when you are sending it by
express?
S: Candy is sent second class.
T: Now if you are sending ten pounds of candy from New
York to Boston, what else do you need to know?
S: We need to know the scale number of the cities?
T: Vyhere can you find this information?
S: The chart in the textbook gives the scale numbers.
T: '-'Vhat is the scale number of New York to Boston?
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Si The scale number is 28.
T: How much will it cost then to send 10 lbs. of candy from
New York to Boston?
S: It will cost .57.
C. air express
T: How would you send a package by express if there is
a great urgency for it to reach its destination?
S: I would send it by air express.
T: How would the cost of air express compare with other
types of express?
S: Air e:jq3ress is more expensive.
T: Are there any limitations on air express?
S: During the last few years the restrictions have been
removed.
5. , Freight
T: How may you ship your merchandise if you do not ship
by parcel post or some form of express?
S: The merchandise may be sent by freight.
T: *ihen would you use freight?
S: You would use freight if you have a large, bulky ship-
ment which is non-perishable and for which there is
no great hurry.
T: Hov/ are freight shipments transported?
S: Freight shipments go by railroad.

How have perishable goods been shipped by freight?
Perishable goods have been shipped by freight in refrig-
erator cars.
VJhat are some goods which could be sent by freight?
Shipments of coal, lumber, grain, machinery would be
sent by freight.
iihat determines the charges on large shipments such
as these?
The railroad charges are so much per 100 lbs. or so
much per carload.
In quoting the price for carload, what term is used?
The price is quoted C. L.
If you have a large shipment but not enough for a car-
load, what service does the railroad offer?
The railroad offers a L. C. L. rate.
Vi/'hat does this mean?
The L. C. L. rate is the less than carload rate.
Hov; does this L. C. L. rate compare with the C. L. rate?
The L. C. L. rate is higher.
If you are buying an article which is to be delivered
to you by freight, who will pay the transportation
charges?
This charge is covered when the price is quoted.
If the customer is to pay the charges, how will the
price be quoted?
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S: The price is given f. o. b. the city of the seller.
T: Vtihat does f. o. b. mean?
S: F. o. b. means free on board.
T: Ylhen you take your merchandise to the freight station
to be shipped, do you have any proof that you hsve
sent it?
S: Yes.
T: Vnat is it?
S: The agent will give you a copy of the bill of lading.
T: Vvhat is a bill of lading?
S: A bill of lading is a receipt for the goods shipped
and a contract to deliver them.
T: How m.any copies are made of a bill of lading?
S: There are three copies.
T: Vyhat term applies when you make three copies of some-
thing?
S: The term triplicate means you have made three copies.
T: VJho received these copies?
S: The original is sent to the person receiving the ship-
ment; the second copy is given to the shipper; and
the third copy is retained by the freight agent.
T: Do you know a term that means to ship?
S: To consign means to ship.
T: aTaat is a term meaning shipper?
S: The consignor is the shipper^

T: Wn&t term applies to a person receiving the goods?
S: The consignee is the person receiving the goods.
T: Vihy does the consignee have to have a copy of the
bill of lading?
S: The consignee must have a copy in order to claim the
shipment. He must have a copy so that he will know
what has been sent,
T: Hov/ many types of bills of lading are there?
S: There are two t:irpes of bills of lading.
T: Do you knov/ which one we have discussed?
S: The type we have discussed is the straight bill of
lading.
T: Do you knov/ Y/hat the other type is called?
S: It is an order bill of lading.
T: When is an order bill of lading used?
S: If the consignor is not sure of the credit standing
of the consignee, an order bill of lading will be used.
T: VJhat must accompany an order bill of lading?
S: This order bill of lading must be accompanied by a
sight draft.
T: \7hat is a sight draft?
S: A sight draft is an order to pay a certain sum of
money upon receipt of the sight draft.
T: Vi/liere are the order bill of lading and sight draft
sent?
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S: These are sent to a bank in the city of the consignee
for collection.
T: How does the consignee know he must pay the sight draft?
S: The bank notifies him that the order bill of lading
and sight draft are being held for his payment.
T: Hov/ else may an order bill of lading be used? Is it
possible that a large business such as a lumber busi-
ness v/ould alvj-ays knov/ v;ho will receive the merchan-
dise?
S: No.
T: Can you give me an illustration of a large company
shipping goods when they do not know who will receive
them?
S: An oil company in Texas may ship several carloads of
oil to its branch office in New York. The New York
office, knowing the oil is on the way, may sell one
carload to a customer in Pennsylvania.
T: How can the customer obtain the goods if the bill of
lading has gone to Nev/ York?
S: The Ne?/ York branch office endorses the bill of lading
to the customer.
T: How V7ill the railroad be able to change the destination
of the car?
S: The branch office must notify them.
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T: Would this oil coming from Texas to i^iew York come all
the way on one railroad?
S: No.
T: Would the person shipping the oil have to determine
the route it should go?
S: Yes.
T : ^y?
Sr The shipper has to determine the route to be taken so
if the goods are lost they can be located,
T: VsThat is this locating of goods called?
S: This is called putting a tracer on the goods.
T: How is this done?
S: A person starts at the point of shipment and traces
every move the goods have made.
T: vVhen the shipper decides which route the merchandise
v;ill travel, how does he describe this v;ork?
S: He is routing the shipment.
T: \>/here does he keep a record of the routing?
S: It is on the bill of lading.
T: What wording is used?
S: The wording "via Southern Pacific" is used.
T: Vihat does "via" mean?
S: Via means by.
T: vVhat happens when the goods reach their destination?
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S: The freight agent notifies the consignee that the goods
have arrived.
T: Must the consignee pick up the goods immediately?
S: The consignee has a short time in which to claim the
goods.
T: Vi/hat happens if goods are left over the time allov/ed?
^: The consignee must pay a charge for leaving them.
T: Do you know v/hat this charge is called?
S: This is called a demurrage charge.
T: ViThy do you suppose there is a charge for not picking
up the goods within the time allowed?
S: Leaving the goods overtime delays the car when the
railroad has the cars all scheduled ahead of time.
T: How would you describe the work of a freight agent or
an express company?
S: These people are transporting goods for hire.
T: Do you knov/ the term applying to these people v/ho
transport goods for hire?
S: Companies transporting goods for hire are called
common carriers.
T: Could this term apply to busses?
S: Yes.
T: Hov/ v/ould you define the term "common carrier?"
S: Common carrier means transporting goods or persons for
hire.
"
1

T: If you carried a person's bag to the bus for him, are
you a common carrier?
S: No.
T: \¥hy not?
S: This isn't done regularly and not for hire,
T: As a common carrier are you responsible for goods in
your care?
S: Yes.
T: Are there any exceptions to this?
S: Yes.
T: What are they?
S: An "Act of God" relieves you of your responsibility.
T: l^tfhat is an "Act of God"?
S: An "Act of God" is something that you cannot control,
for example, a flood, earthquake, or hurricane.
T: If you v/ere a shipping clerk for a company, where
would you look for information about freight, express
or parcel post?
S: The U. S. Postal Guide and the Postal and Shippers
Guide contains this information*
T: Vi/hat information do you find in the Postal Guide?
S: The Postal Guide gives all the post offices in the
United States, the zone of each post office, and the
necessary mailing information.
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V/hat information is given in the Postal and Shippers
Guide?
This book gives an alphabetical list of the towns,
villages, and cities in the United States. It denotes
v/hether there is a post office, whether it is a money
order post office, whether it has a telegraph office,
whether it is on a railroad, v/hether it can be reached
by express, and whether it is on a steamboat line.
Where could you find valuable Inform.ation about a
city?
The City Directory gives information about the city*
\"Jhat information is in the City Directory?
The City Directory contains a list of adult residents,
businessmen, firms and corporations with their addresses,
streets with the numbers, doctors, dentists, lawyers,
insurance agents, etc., city officials, courts, schools,
churches, fraternal organizations, and msp of the
city.
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Core Activities
1. Read the material in the textbook on transportation.
2. Knoiv hov/ to spell and to define the terms given in the
textbook.
3. Work the related arithmetic problems given in the text-
book on transportation.
4. Plan a trip to a railway express office and write a
report on it.
5. Prepare a report, oral or v/ritten, on one method of
transportation.
6. Write a report of the talk given by the speaker from
the trucking concern.
?• Find material on transportation for your notebook.
Optional Activities
1. Make a collection of newspaper and magazine articles
on transportation.
2. Make a poster illustrating some phase of transportation.
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Transportation
True-False. If the statement is true, mark T before
it; if false, mark F.
1. The consignee is the person shipping the goods.
2. Freight charges are quoted by carload lots.
3. Transportation by water is the slov/est means
of transporting goods today.
4. Freight shipments may be left at the freightyard
for any length of time without charge.
5. No matter how goods are shipped care should be
taken in packing and properly addressing the
package
.
6. When the shipper pays the freight charges, the
shipment has been sent collect.
7. \'ih.eth.er it is a big business concern or an
individual, the process of sending a package
by parcel post is the saine.
8. Vihen goods are shipped, the shipping agent is
responsible for them.
9. Transportation became important as people grew
more dependent upon each other.
10. An "Act of God" does relieve a shipping agent
of his responsibility for merchandise consigned
to him.
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B. Completion. Pill in the blank with the correct word
or words,
1. ViTien a concern carries merchandise or persons for hire
regularly the concern is known as a common carrier .
2. When the goods are shipped by freight, the freight agent
makes out a bill of lading stating what has been sent
and contracting to deliver it.
3. If you wish a package sent parcel post to arrive at its
destination quickly, you may send it special handling .
4. In sending several packages to the same person at the
same time by express you should be sure to mark them
lot shipment .
5. If goods are lost en route, a tracer will be started
to locate them.
6. If you buy a car, terms f.o.b. Detroit, the f. o. b.
Detroit means you must pay the freight charges from
Detroit.
7. Persons living in the country would ship goods by parcel
post as it is more convenient for them.
8. Air express is more expensive than other forms of ex-
press but if the need is urgent would be used.
9. Bills of lading are made out in triplicate form.
10. Motor trucking took business away from freight trains
because trucks can go directly to the place and pick
up the package .

Matching. In the blank before column 1, put the number
of word or phrase from second column that
means the same.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
City Directory 5,
B. & 0.
consign 1. goods are en route to consigne(
prepaid 2. list all the post offices
in United States
via 5. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
in transit 4. to ship
collect
transportation charges have
been paid before parcel was
sent
less than carload
by
lists the persons and busi-
nesses in city
place where goods are being
sent
11. Boston and Albany Railroad
12. carload
13. order to pay
14. breakable
15. triplicate
14 7. fragile 7.
12 8. C. L. 8.
10 9. destination 9.
13 10. sight draft 10.
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D. Problems
1. Find the freight charges on shipment of the v/eights given
below at the indicated rates per 100 lbs.
a. 239 lbs. @ .20 Ans. .48
b. 80 lbs. @ .33 .33
(10) 0. 1789 lbs. @
.12i 2.24
d. 578 lbs. (0, .15 .87
e. 987 lbs. @ .45 4.44
2. Using the tables on page 400 in your text, find the cost
of sending a package of merchandise v/eighting 6 lbs.
between the following cities:
a. New York and Omaha
b. San Francisco and New York
(5) c. Boston and New York
d. Miami and New York
e. Chicago and New York
3. Using the charts in your text, find the express charges
on the following:
a. 25 lbs. of candy to be sent to Vi^ashington,
(5) D. C.
b. 5 lbs. of cigars to be sent to Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
E. Spelling (These words will be dictated to the students)
bill of lading
destination
parcel post
tracer
consign
route
fragile
common carrier
freight
demurrage

The test should be weighted as follows:
A. True-False 2U
B. Completion 50
C . Matching 20
D. Problems 20
E. Spelling 10
The figures in parenthesis
beside the problem gives the
weighting of each problem.
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Films
Of lien and Wings 16 mm sound 2 reels
The development of coast-to-coast air mail and passenger
service from 1920-1945 is shown in this film. Running time
18 minutes.
United Air Lines
School and College Service
New York, New York
Singling; whieels 16 mm sound 2 reels
In this picture v/e see the men and machines of our
motor transportation system at work building highways,
skyscrapers, dams, homes, aiding railroads and air lines
carrying farm products to market, and performing countless
other tasks, "Singing Vdieels" shows us how highv/ay trans-
portation can serve America in War as v/ell as in peace and
how the motor industry is motorizing our military forces.
Running time 23 minutes.
Automobile Manufacturers Association
830 Transportation Building
Washington 6, D. C.
Borrov/er pays the transportation charges
While the City Sleeps 16 mm sound 1 reel
How necessities and luxuries are brought to the door
of the city dweller v/hile the city sleeps is shov/n in this
film which tells the story of the trucks and men who toil
by night that the city may live by day. Running time 11
minutes.
Ford Motor Company
Somerville 45
Massachusetts
Distribution of Foods
Presents authentic material concerning the technical
development in the preservation and transportation of foods,
the economic problems involved, and the world flov/ of foods.
A photographic sequence depicts how the developments in
food transportation and food preservation have enormously
Ii
I
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increased the possibilities for distributing perishable
foods on a world basis. Other animation and photographic
sequences pose the problem of family income; the problem
of maintaining a flow of food from producer to consumer;
and the problem of tariffs. It depicts the intercontinental
movement of major foods on an animated map background. One
of a series of three films on Vvorld Pood Problems, the other
two being "Consumption of Poods" and "Production of Poods."
Rental ^1^1.50. Running time 10 minutes
Educational Film Library
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
The Freight Yard
Operation of a large modern freight classification
yard in handling hundreds of cars, both laden and empty,
which pass through daily. Handling charge .50. Running
time 20 minutes.
Educational Film lAbrary
Syracuse University
Syracuse, Mev/ York
Story of Transportation and Travel sound 4 reels
From camel and horse to modern plane and zephyr train
and from Fulton's steamboat to the automobile.
Visual Education Service
116 Newberry Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
Modern Com37ierce silent 1 reel
A study of transportation, commerce on the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.
Visual Education Service
116 Newberry Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
Development of Transportation
Tells the story and development of transportation in
the U. S. Highlights the evolutionary steps which broke
down barriers and shows transportation devices in their role
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of permitting free intercourse by the peoples of the world.
Rental '^2.00. Running time 10 minutes.
Ideal Pictures Corporation
40 Ivlelrose Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
Big Trains Rolling 16 imn sound 2 reels
Two children taking a railroad trip and see American
railroads at work. There is a general interest particularly
suitable for yoimg people. In full color. Running time
20 minutes.
Association Films
247 Madison Avenue
New York 17, Nev; York
Borrower pays transportation charges.
Clear Track Ahead 16 mm sound 2 reels
The story of railroad progress in building America
yesterday, today, and tomorrow is told in this motion
picture film. Running time 25 minutes.
Modern Talking Picture Service Company
40 Hawthorn Street
Belmont, Massachusetts
Borrower pays transportation charges.
Faith in the Future 16 mm sound 5 reels
Faith in the Future tells the use of transportation's
contribution to our standard of living and how it has
grown with our nation from the days of pioneers to the
present time. Each phase of transportation is touched
upon — horse drawn vehicles, boats, railroads, electric
linQ, the automobile, motor trucking, our highway system
and the truck trailer. The film also shows the processes
in the manufacture of trailers and ho?/ motor transportation
serves individuals and industry. Running time 33 minutes.
Pruehauf Trailer Company
Boston, iuassachusetts
Borrov/er pays transportation charges.
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Harvest of the Years 16 mm sound 2 reels
Here is a picture that shov/s how one man's dream of
putting the world on v/heels results in a revolution in the
field of transportation. Running time 22 minutes.
Film Library
Ford Motor Company
Somerville 45, Massachusetts
Borrower pays the transportation charges.
Lifeline of the Nation 16 mm sound 2 reels
In full color, this film shov/s the connection between
the development of a nation and the development of its
transportation system. The essential functions of railroads
during wartime are portrayed and an indication of the greater
comfort, safety, and speed to come in future railroad
transportation. Running time 20 minutes.
Association Films
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Life Stream of the City 16 mm sound 1 reel
The picture emphasizes the importance of transportation
in good city planning. Modern street cars, trolleys, busses,
rapid transit trains, are shov/n in scenes photographed in
about 20 cities. In full color. Running time about 15
minutes.
Visual Education Section
General Electric Company
40 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Borrower pays the transportation charges.
Mainline U. S, A. 16 mm sound 2 reels
This picture is a sequel to : he film "Lifeline of the
Nation." It records in full color the part which railroads
play ^ as a vital factor in American economic life. Many
sections of the U. S. are photographed enabling the picture

to provide informative and entertaining drama at work for
the nation's benefit, Rimning time 18 minutes.
Association Films
347 Madison Avenue
New York, New York

TRAVEL
General Statement
The interdependence of countries today makes it men-
datory that no one be ignorant of methods of travel. To
be worthwhile citizens ninth grade students should know and
understand the different modes of travel. Since the in-
vention of the automobile made traveling available to many,
a knowledge of the problems encountered in traveling should
be understood.
Today many persons commute to their work daily. These
people should know the best and least expensive way to
travel. This understanding will help them spend their money
wisely in using the best available mode of travel for their
specific purposes. Thus, they will become better citizens.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of terms:
baggage
bell hop
berth
checking
coach
commutation ticket
extra-fare train
mileage book
paging
passport
porter
reservation
round-trip ticket
schedule
standard time
stateroom
pullman
register
stopover
terminal
tipping
2. Ilnov/ledge of services available to travelers:
airplane
bus
railroad
travel service agencies
traveler's aid society
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5. I^nowledge of travel services available in this
community:
Deerfleet Bus Line
New i^ngland Transportation Company
4. Develop an ability to read timetables:
5. Knowledge of iiote services:
6, Develop an ability to plan trips by different
methods of travel:
7, Develop an ability to give correct time in various
time belts;
8, Develop an ability to do necessary arithmetic
involved in traveling:
Indirect Learning Outcomes
1. ICnowledge of the growth in methods of travel,
2. Knov;ledge of different hotel r)lans in operation.
3. Development of the ability to decide the best
A« Introduction
T: How did you arrive at school this morning?
S: I walked to school. I came in the school bus,
T: 'iVhen you go to the movies, hov/ do you go?
S: I go in an automobile,
T: If you didn't have a car, would you have to stay riglit
mediiTin of travel under varying circumstances.
Unit Assignment Tentative time allotment — 3 weeks
here?

S: No, v/e could use the New England Transportation Company
bus or the Deerfleet Line.
T: Do you think that people of this community could stay
right here and have no contacts with other communities?
S: No, the people could not stay right here without con-
tacts v/ith other communities.
T: '-llhj not?
S: We do not raise enough food; we have very fev/ amuse-
ments here; there is not enough work for all the
people in the community. No community or country is
self-sufficient today.
T: You have mentioned busses to travel on. Vvh.at was the
first means of transporting people?
S: Horses were the first means of traveling other than
walking.
T: \Vhat was the next mode of travel?
S: The stagecoach was the next stage in the development
of the modes of travel.
T: V^y did the stagecoach take the place of horses?
S: The longer distances to travel made a stagecoach more
comfortable.
T: What means followed the stagecoach?
S: Trains were the next means of traveling.
T: Vihy could trains take the place of the stagecoach?

S: The trains v;ere faster and more comfortable than the
stagecoach.
T: V^h-at invention brought about another manner of travel?
S: The invention of the automobile brought bus travel into
existence.
T: Vvhat affect did busses have on train travel?
S: Busses cut down the amount of traveling by train.
T: Vih.y did busses cut down the amount of traveling by
train?
S: Bus travel is cheaper than train travel.
T: ''ilh-j could this be so?
S: The bus companies do not have to pay for the upkeep
of roads, nor have to employ as many men in the opera-
tion of a bus line.
T: Vi/hat is the latest mode of travel?
S: Airplane is the latest mode of travel,
B. Methods of Travel
1» bus
T: We said that bus travel was cheaper than train travel
because it is less expensive to operate a bus. Can
you think of any other advantages bus travel has over
train travel?
S: The busses run more often, and it is more convenient
to get a bus.

T: is it more convenient to get a bus?
S: Busses run through the centers of towns and there is
no need to travel t o the railroad station.
T: If you had to go to a railroad station and had no car,
how v/ould you get there?
S: You would take a taxi to the station*
T: The fact that you did not have to pay a taxi fare to
get a bus v;ould have what affect on the cost of the
ticket?
S: This would make the cost of the bus ticket cheaper,
T: The fact that busses rim through the centers of towns
has what advantage over train travel?
S: This makes the trip pleasanter because the scenery is
nicer.
T: Bus travel is very widely used for what trips?
S: Bus travel is used for short trips or local trips
mostly.
T: Is it necessarily confined to local trips?
S: No, it is not confined to local trips,
T: Can you cross the country by bus?
S: Yes, you can cross the country by bus.
T: How is this done?
S: The bus company as arranged for stops at diners or
restaurants. Here the passengers are served quickly
so that the bus schedule is not delayed.

T: Do the passengers stop at a hotel at night?
S: The passengers may stop at a hotel if they wish, but
the bus travels all night. If you travel all night,
you can release your seat so that you are reclining
slightly.
2. railroad
T: Traveling by rail was the first means of travel on land
which was fairly comfortable as well as rapid. V'j'hat
types of services do the railroad companies offer to
make traveling pleasant?
S: There is pullman service on the railroad.
T: How does this differ from ordinary means of travel by
train?
S: You have to reserve a seat on the train. This seat is
a very comfortable easy chair. There is a man to wait
upon you if you desire anything.
T: You said you would reserve a seat. How do you do this?
S: Before the day of your trip, you either write or call
the railroad station and ask for a pullman seat. If
there is one available on the train you wish to take,
the railroad agent will mark it sold, and give you
your ticket and seat number. This is your reservation.
T: If you miss your train, are you able to use this seat
later?
S: No, you must mal^e another reservation*

T: You said on the pullman cars that there is a man to
v/ait upon you if you v/ish something. Do you know
what this man is called?
S: He is the porter.
T: Besides having this easy chair to sit in, v/hat other
services do you have when traveling by pullman?
S : At night you have a berth to sleep in v/hen traveling
pullman. There is an upper and a lower berth. If
you wish to have a room to yourself, you may do so
on pullman cars.
T: Vi/Taat is the room called?
S: This is called a drawing room or a roomette.
T: IVhat do you do about meals v/hen traveling by train?
S: There is a dining car on the trains v/hich are covering
long distances.
T: Is this restricted to people traveling by pullman?
S: No, anyone on the train can use the dining car if he
wishes to do so.
T: If you do not travel pullman, how may you travel?
S: You may travel by coach.
T: How does this differ from pullman service?
3: You do not have an easy chair and you must share the
seat with some one else v/hen traveling by coach.
T: How does the cost of coach travel compare with the cost
of pullman travel?

S: Coach travel is cheaper.
T: Many trains start their trip from Boston and then re-
turn to Boston. Do you know how Boston is referred
to?
S: Boston is a terminal point*
T: V.\hat does this mean?
S: This means that Boston is the starting point and also
a destination point.
T: Every time you wish to make a trip do you have to go
to the railroad station to find out the time the train
leaves?
S: No, you do not have to go to the station.
T: ¥/hat service does the railroad company offer to help
you?
S: The company has a printed time schedule.
T: Ylha.t information can be found on these schedules?
S: These schedules give the time of arrival and time of
departure of the trains, t;^pes of services available
on these trains, and the places where the trains stop.
T: (Using the schedules the students have located. See
appendix. j How do you know which time means arriving
and which means leaving?
S: Lv before the time means leaving and ar before the
time means arriving.

T: How can you tell whether the train leaves at 10:00 a.m.
or 10:00 p.m.?
S: The time that is heavy print is p.m. ond the light
print is a.m.
T: 'iniat do these letters stand for: N.Y.N.H. &: li.?
S: The letters stand for the i\ew York, Wew Haven and
Hartford Railroad,
T: 7/hat does extra-fare mean?
S: Extra-fare trains are trains which are faster b ecause
they make very few stops. For this speed, an extra
fee is charged.
T: On this timetable, it says Eastern standard Time.
P\irther on, it says Central. Vihat does this mean?
S: These are tv/o of the time belts in this country.
T: How many standards of t ime are there in this country
and what are they?
S: There are four time belts—Eastern, Central, Mountain,
and Pacific
•
T: How much difference is there between each belt?
S: There is one hour difference.
T: Then if I traveled from here to the Pacific Coast, how
many hours difference would there be?
S: There would be three hours difference.
T: If I travel to Pacific time, will I have to set my watch
back or set it forward?
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S: You will have to set your watch back.
T: :Suppose that on this trip to the l^acific Coast, that
I decide to stop in Chicago. Can I do it?
S: Yes, I can stop in Chicago.
T: \^/hy can I stop at Chicago?
S: Chicago is a terminal point and your ticket would b
e
punched only so far as Chicago.
T: How would this top be referred to by a railroad
official?
S: This is a stopover.
T: On this trip to the West Coast would it be necessary
for me to carry all my luggage or baggage v/ith me?
S: No, you could send it in the baggage car.
T: Vtfould I have to pay for this service?
S: No, it can be sent through on your ticket as long as
it doesn't v/eigh over fifty po\mds.
T: How is this means of sending your baggage through on
your ticket referred to?
S: This is checking your baggage through on your ticket.
T: There are several different forms of tickets. Do you
know what they are?
S: There is a one-v;ay ticket, round- trip ticket, commuta-
tion ticket or a mileage book.
T: V/hat is a one-way ticket?
S: A one-way ticket is a ticket to your destination.

T: V/hat is a round-trip ticket?
S: A round-trip ticket is a ticket to your destination
and back.
T: \Vliat is a commutation ticket?
S: A commutation ticket is a v/e.ekly or a monthly ticket
to your destination and back.
T: Is the destination always the same?
S: Yes, or the ticket can't be used.
T: \^hat is a mileage book?
S: It is a book of tickets that can be used for your
fare on the railroad.
T: Do you always have to go to the same place?
S: No, you don't. As long as you travel by the same
railroad you can ride until the money is used up.
T: Do the bus companies have any of these sajne tickets?
S: Yes, the bus companies issue round- trip, one-way, and
weekly tickets.
5. airplane
T: "'rfVhat is the latest means of travel?
S: Travel by air is the latest means of travel.
T: Vdhat are the advantages of air travel?
S: Air travel is faster and on long flights it is cheaper
than other means of travel.
T: In traveling by air, how do you obtain your ticket?
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S: You must make a reservation either by calling the air-
port or by going to the airport,
T: If you find later that you cannot make this flight,
what should you do?
S: You should cancel your reservation as soon as you know
that you will be unable to use it.
T: What service is there to take you out to the airport?
S: The airline either runs a bus or a taxi service to the
airport for each flight.
T: Are you allowed to take any luggage when traveling by
air?
S: You are allowed to take luggage weighing up to fifty
pounds.
T: Vi/hen v/ould air travel be used?
S: Air travel wouldbe used when it is necessary to get
to your destination very quickly, or v/hen saving your
time is important.
4 . steamer
T: If you wish to cross an ocean, how would you do it?
S: You could cross the ocean by eir or by steamer.
T: If you do it by steamer, how would it compare with
air travel?
S: Air travel would be faster and in the long run it
wouldbe less expensive.
T: V/hen would you use steamer?

S: If you like to travel by water, have plenty of time and
are- vacationing, it would be nice to travel by boat.
T: vrnat type of accommodations are there on the steamer?
S: There are three classes of accommodations: first,
second, and third class.
T: V/hat are the differences?
S: First class is the luxury class and third class the
least expensive way to travel by boat.
T: ^JVhere do you sleep on board a boat?
S: You are assigned to a room called a stateroom.
T: Are the room and meals covered by your ticket?
S: Yes, these are included in the price of your ticket.
T: Viihat can you do with yourself the days you are at sea?
S: VAiile at sea games, swimming as v/ell as dancing in the
evening are provided for your pleasure. The class you
are traveling will limit the opportunities offered.
T: If you are going into a foreign country, what must
you be sure to have?
S: You must be sure to obtain your passport.
T: V/hat is a passport?
A passport is a statement saying you are an American
citizen and are protected by the Government.
T: Vifliere do you get these passports?
Si You may obtain a passport by applying to the State
Department in V/ashington, D. C,

C. Hotels
T: On a trip whether you travel by bus, train, air, or
steamer, you must have a place to sleep when you get
to your destination. VvTiere would you sleep?
S: You v/ould sleep in a hotel or in a tourist home.
T: V/hat is a tourist home?
S: A tourist home usually is a private home that rents
rooms to travelers passing through the city or t ov/n.
T: l/Vhat is a hotel?
S: A hotel is a place of business that earns its money
by renting rooms to persons who are traveling.
T: How does this differ from a tourist home?
S: A hotel's main business is renting rooms, usually on
a much larger scale than a tourist home. Generally
a hotel is located in a cltj or a large tovm, whereas
tourists homes are usually located along the traveled
highways
.
T: What types of accommodations can you obtain in a hotel?
S: You may have a private room v/ith a bath, either at a
single or double rate; or you may have a room without
a bath and just a shower,
T: Vvliat do you mean by single or double rate?
3: Single rate is the price quoted for one person; double
rate is the price quoted for two people.

T: ViTtiich is the more expensive?
S: The single rate is the more expensive because you get
the rate for two at less than tv/ice the single rate.
T: If you are in the hotel and receive a telephone call
but you are not in your room, how does the hotel locate
you?
S: A person goes around calling your name»
T: What is this called?
S: This is called paging you.
T: vih&t is the person who goes around paging you called?
S: This person is called a bell hop.
T: Is it necessary to get your meals in the hotel at which
you are staying?
S: Wo, it is not necessary to do so.
T: Do you have to pay for them anyway?
S: You do not have to pay for your meals if the hotel
quotes its prices on room only and the dining room is
run separately.
T: This is a special t^rpe of plan for running a hotel.
Do you know what it is called?
S: A hotel that operates on the plan of quoting the price
for room only is running on the European plan.
T: If the hotel quotes its prices as room and board, do
you have to pay for the meals you do not eat at the
hotel?
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S: Yes, you do have to pay for these meals under this plan.
T: ViTiat plan is this hotel operating on?
S: This is the American plan of operating a hotel.
T: ^'i'hich plan is more v/idely used by hotels in large cities?
S: The European plan is more widely used.
T: Why do you suppose they operate on this plan?
S: People traveling usually want to get an early stsrt
and don't want to pay for meals when they are not there
to eat them.
T: If you eat a meal in the restaurant, v/ho serves it to
you?
S: A waitress or a waiter serves your meal.
T: What is it customary to do for this service?
S: It is customary to tip the person v/ho serves your meal.
T: What is considered a proper amount for a tip?
S: At least ten per cent of the bill is considered a
proper amount for a tip.
T: If you eat a meal that cost you ijpl.50, what would be
the correct tip?
S: Fifteen cents would be the correct tip,,
T: Hov/ do you get a room in a hotel?
S: You should write ahead of your visit and ask for a
room.
T: wTaat is this called?

You are making a reservation.
Upon your arrival at the hotel, v/hat should you do?
You should immediately go to the desk, state your name,
and say that you have a reservation.
V'/hat do you do next?
You sign your name on the records,
WliSit is this signing your name on the records called?
You are registering at the hotel.
Upon completing the registration, v/hat happens?
You are assigned a room and a bell hop takes your bags
up to the room.
Vi/hat should you do for this service?
Y^ou should tip him.
V/hat v/ould be considered a proper tip?
You should tip at least ten or fifteen cents.
\ihen you wish to leave the hotel, what do you do?
Vvhen you wish to leave the hotel, you tell the clerk
a little in advance of your departure so that he can
make up your bill.
Vi/hat will be on this bill?
On this bill will appear the charge for your room, and
any service, such as the telephone, that you might have
used.
Do you knov/ what this process of getting out of the
hotel is called?

S: This is called checking out of a hotel.
D. Aids for Travelers
T: If you were stranded in a strange city and found that
you had missed the last train to your destination, what
would you do?
S: I would find a policeman.
T: The policeman probably would refer you to someone else.
Nov/ there is some one right in the railroad station
who can help you. Vi/h.o is it?
S: The person working for the Travelers' Aid Society
will help you.
T: Yihat will they do for t he traveler?
S: This person will find you a room, shov/ you how to get
to it, make a reservation for you or find your train
connections. In other words, the agent would do
whatever the traveler needs done.
T: If you are planning a long trip or vacation, is there
any service available so that you won't have to do all
the v/ork of finding reservations yourself?
S: There are travel agencies which v;ill take care of all
the details of your trip for you.

Core Activities
1. Read the material on travel In your textbook.
2. Vv'ork the related arithmetic problems given In connection
with this unit In your textbook,
3. ICnov; the spelling and meaning of the terms of travel
given In your text. Be able to use them correctly In
sentences.
4. Vv'rlte a report of a trip you have taken or would like
to take. Be sure to give all the details from the time
you leave your home until you return.
5. Make a poster Illustrating the advantages of s ome form
of travel.
Optional Activities
1. Read the material In the supplementary textbooks on
travel and write a report.
2. Make a collection of timetables, folders, and articles
on travel.
3. Complete the section on travel in your textbook*
4. V/rite an essay or play on the history of travel.
5. Write sentences with the terms of travel used correctly.
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Travel
True-Palse. If the statement is true, mark T before
it; if the statement is false, mark F
before it,
1. I'l/hen you dine in a restaurant you should tip
at least ten per cent of the bill.
2. If you were stranded in the railroad station
of a strange city, the Travelers' Aid Society
would help you,
3. On a timetable, no difference is shov/n in p.m.
and a.m.. time.
4. A commutation ticket will take you to your
destination and back only once.
I
5. Considering all factors involved, airplane
travel is no more expensive than train travel.
I
6. Dining car service is not available to people
traveling in coaches.
7. If you do not use the second part of your round-
trip ticket, your money is lost.
8. Travel by bus is the most inexpensive v/ay to
travel.
9. In traveling you should check on the different
standards of time carefully or you will miss
your train.
10. If you are planning a stopover in Chicago on
your trip West, you should b e sure to reserve
a room there.
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B. Matching. On the blank line before the Coliunn A, write
the number of word or words in Column B that
mean the same.
14
10
13
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
9.
12 10,
porter 1.
European plan 2.
JPacific time 3.
passport 4.
pullman 5.
stateroom 6.
terminal ?•
extra-fare train 8.
destination 9.
round-trip ticket 10,
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
B.
American plan
Eastern time
your sleeping accommo-
dation on a boat
Journey's end
person on a train who
v;ill help you with your
luggage and get you any-
thing you desire
a document stating you
are a citizen of a coun-
try
commutation ticket
time in California
plan whereby you pay for
your meals and room at
a hotel separately
place where a trip ends
local train
ticket to and from a
certain place
a fast through train
type of service on trains
baggage
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C . Problems
Reading timetables. Using the timetables on pages 76, 77,
78, in your text, answer the following questions:
1. How many miles is it from Tarrytovm to Albany?
2. vVhat train can you take from Tarrytown to Albany?
3. I am in Chicago and I want to go to New York. Vvhich side
of the timetable should I read—iilastbound or Westbound?
4. iiVhat do the abbreviations LV and AR mean?
5. If I want a sleeping car from New York to Chicago, which
train must I take?
6. Train #51 takes how long to go from New York to Chicago?
Using the timetables on pages 90 and 91 in your text answer
the following questions:
1. How much is the airplane fare between New York and
Chicago?
2. How much is the bus fare between these points?
3. VuTiat amount marks the difference in these fares?
4. Vi/hat is the airplane fare from Atlanta to New York?
D. Spelling (These words will be dictated to the students.)
registered
reservations
tipped
checked out
redcap
lower berth
baggage
schedule
local
stopover
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The written lesson will be weighted as follows
A.
B.
C.
D.
True-Palse
Matching
Problems
Spelling
20
40
20
20

Films
Road of Tomorrow 16 mm sound 2 reels
An automobile trip on the Pennsylvania Turnpike is
presented in this film by the Harrisburg and Pittsburgh
where there are no traffic lights, no sharp curves or other
impediments to fast driving. There are also scenes showing
how this highway was constructed. (Available only where
Ssso Marketers operate.)
Esso Marketers
Motion Picture Department
Colonial Beacon Oil Company
378 Stuart Street
Boston 17, Massachusetts
Borrower pays transportation
Weekend in Bermuda 16 mm sound 1 reel
The facilities for plane navigation and accommodations,
and service in Bermuda are depicted by the Pan American
World Airv/ays. In full color. Running time about 10 minutes.
Association Films
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, Nev/ York
Borrower pays transportation
Age of Flight
From the Wright Brothers motor in a box cart to flying
fortresses and Sikorsky's Helicopter is a big jump, and here
before your eyes the whole picture unfolds. You see the
progress aviation has made since Kitty Hawk and often
failures it surmounted before we achieve the mass production
of the worlds finest air craft. Our activities today are
an omen of the age of flight tomorrow. Rental -^.3.30.
Running time 20 minutes.
Ideal Pictures Corporation
40 Melrose Street
Boston 16. Massachusetts

Overland to California
Here routes to the west are shown as trails fi^^st made
by animals and traversed in turn by covered wagons trains,
pony express, traders, railroads, and airplanes. Later
scenes depict the Rockies and cross the Great Basin to San
Francisco and the Pacific. Rental iji/l.OO. Running time
10 minuses
•
Educational Film Library
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
The Constellation 16 mm sound 1 reel
The first flight of the Constellation from coast-
to-coast is presented in this full color film. Running
time 15 minutes.
Air Vj'orld Education
101 ;;est Eleventh Street
Kansas City, Missouri
Borrower pays transportation
Lest We Forget 16 mm sound 1 reel
Do you remember the days of the dusters and goggles?
The cars that were as tempermental as prima donnas, cars
with side cranks, no windshields, and head lamps? The
young people who may not recall the "Good old days" will
get a glimpse of the long road traveled in reaching the
sleek, serviceable cars of today. Running time 10 minutes.
General Motors
140 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Borrower pays transportation charges
Of Men and Vv'inpis 16 ram sound 2 reels
The development of coast-to-coast air mail and passenger
service from 1920-1945 is shown in this film. Running time
18 minutes.
United Airlines
School and College Service
New York, New Y^rk
I
Modern Coal Burning Locomotive 16 rran sound 2 reels
The film graphically records the construction of the
modern coal burning locomotive from its origin as rough steel
in the foundry of the Norfolk and Vcestern Railroad, Roanoke,
Virginia shop. The film emphasizes the low initial cost,
the availability, economical maintainence , the versatility
of these powerful, speedy locomotives. In full color.
Running time 25 minutes.
Norfolk and Western Railroad Company
Magazine and Advertising Department
Roanoke, Virginia
Borrower pays transportation charges.
The Bus Driver
The work of long distance bus drivers is dramatized
in the story of an eventful cross-country bus trip made by
a small boy. The duties of a bus driver are depicted in
scenes showing how he meets driving hazards, serves his
passengers andkeeps his bus in operating condition. At-
tention is given to the principles of safe driving and the
aids to safety which are provided by modern highv/ay con-
struction. The activities of a bus terminal and service
garage are pictured along with typical experiences in a
four hundred mile bus journey. The life and activities
of the highway are shown and there are picturesque scenes
of the countryside. Running time 10 minutes.
Educational Film Library
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
Story of Transport and Travel sound 4 reels
Prom camel and horse to the modern plane, the zephyr
train and from Fulton's steamboat to the automobile.
Visual Education Service Inc.
116 Newbury Street
Boston, Massachusetts
11
steamboats in Sjj_ History silent 1 reel
Early and recent steamboats, their influence upon
expansion, their grov/th.
Visual Education Service Inc.
116 Newbury Street
Boston, Ivlassachus itts
' Airliner sound 1 reel
Modern air transport, weather reports, radio beam,
two-way radio, automatic pilot, and other equipment.
Visual Education Service Inc.
116 Newbury Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
The Story of Transport and Travel No. 2056
The highlights of the history of travel in the United
I States are chronicled by this film. The development of
[ travel by various means of transportation, including ship,
I
train, automobile, and airplane, is outlined, along with
[ an account of the evolution of each type of vehicle. A
;
lucid explanation of the principles of steam and internal
j! combustion engines, as applied to ships and automobiles,
jj
maltes up an important sequence of this film. Rental $2.00.
Running time 14 minutes.
Eastern Pictures Company
Putnam Building
Davenport, Iowa

CHAi^ER V
Conclusions
The first objective of this paper was "to make a
course in junior business training a real life experience
for the students so that they may become better consumers."
By field trips to several establishments, and by actually
using the business forms these businesses used, the teach-
ing situation was made real. Actual community resources
were used as much as possible. It v/as satisfying to feel
the pleased reaction of the class to this community re-
source material. They were being taught the meaning of the
business life in which they were a part.
The second objective was. "to have materials available
so that students may have a real understanding, which
they may use as consiomers now or later, of business goods
and services." Wliile this list is not complete and avail-
able at present, a start has been made. The appendix con-
tains a folder packet of samples of this type of material.
The enrichment materials will do much to make the course
real. It v/ill be comparatively easy to write for additional
pamphlets and to procure the films at the proper time.
The third objectives was "to enable the student to
decide whether or not he wishes to enter the business field."
^iVhen the student has made the various field trips, has
€
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heard the speakers from the business establishments, the
opportimities in business available to him will have been
presented. He can see what actually would be expected of
him and would not have to try first one job then another
to find the one for which he is fitted. If junior business
training influences the student in deciding not to enter
the business field, the course has still been worthwhile
to him and to the community. Not only for this decision
but for information which will be useful to him as a con-
sumer, may he be grateful for the course's contribution.
The community has not lost because the student will become
a more worthwhile citizen if he finds his right niche in
life.
Through all this study of the community, better citizens
are being trained. On this score alone, the course is
worthwhile. V;hat better contribution can a course make
than to mold better citizens and thus a better democracy.
These units may prove helpful to a beginning teacher
of the subject. Vyliile the class procedures and the sup-
plementary materials will have to be applied differently
under varying circumstances, it is intended that these
units be used only as a guide.
A teacher does not have much spare time, contrary to
the general layman's opinion. I.iany teachers do not use
available materials simply because they do not have the

time to look them up and write for them. Therefore, the
list of films, pamphlets, and the bibliography in this
study should prove helpful. Of course, supplementary
materials will be more available in variety and quality as
business develops in the teacher's own community.
'while all these units as they appear here have not
been taught by the writer, the general procedure has been
followed. For the most part, the v/ritten examinations have
been given at the end of each unit. The results have proved
satisfactory as the majority of the students have attained
the rank to be expected of them v/ith their IQs.
The IQ's of this class ranged from 69 to 104. On the
mid-year examination, a student with an IQ of 77 attained
the rank of 75. There were three failures.
Recommendations
Some of the films listed appear to have the same
titles as another movie of another company. It is recom-
mended that the films be seen and catalogued so that the
teacher may know which films are duplicates of another
company's. If one film is not available at the time
desired, the teacher could then turn to another company
offering the same film.
The list of pamphlets and leaflets is not complete
for every unit. At present, the v/riter has not obtained
m.any of them for her own use. It is recommended that a
4
a bibliography of these pamphlets be made available to
teacher. If a teacher could turn to one catalogue, she
would be more apt to use the pamphlets.
In conclusion, I would state the guiding thoughts
the writer while working upon this paper have been:
1. Every pupil has the right to knov;
about the problems of everyday
living. This privilege to ac-
complish all possible within the
limits of his ability is his in-
alienable right and the duty of the
school to aid him to the utmost.
2. A pupil learns by doing.
3. Each pupil is an individual and a challenge.
4. Above all, education is for ALL students
not just the bright ones.
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